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A BIG SMILE
overflows the faces of our customers when
They Get a Taste!
of our way of doing business. At first they
are surprised, and look on in amazement at
the wa) we dispose of bargains, but when
they catch on to the fact that we give
The Best Quality!
as well as the biggest quantity ever offered
for like low prices, well, then, they smile
and walk right up to the counter and call for
their share, and spend money until the purse
is empty, but
THE MAN IS FULL!
of satisfaction with his bargains. Of course
they smile; so do our clerks; so do we; and we
feel like raising our voices in a
G-00= Oi—i=) CROW
when we stand on top of the pile and feel
ourselves master of the situation. Come
along this way,










Quality high. Prices Firm with a strong ten-
dency to lower. Demand good.
f Spring Goods in great demand. Our new
stock is a regular "eye opener. Prices a little
t lower.




No change. Low prices still rule. Quality as
high as ever. Buy to-day.
Ladies' Millinery was given a lively raid. No
change from our regular low prices. Hurry
if you want good choice.
Prices down to lowest notch. Struck bottom.
Safe to buy large quantities to-day. Bargains
• in all lines never equaled. We intend to keep
'1 selling all season on to-day's basis. Of course
I you're with us. Will be glad to see you at













1,000 Prizes of $100 decided by $100,000 -
Prize are 100,000
--
2,130 prise* amounting to 81.084,0011
For :lub Rates. or any further informatioe
  apply ionic undersigned. Your handwrtipg
must be distinct and cinature Wain More
rapid return mail deliven will be assured by
your enclosing an envelope bearing your full
Iwitirese.
Send Postal Notes. Exprees Mosey Orders, or
New York Exehange In ()Misery letter Cur-
ren,' by i•aprcs. at our etpense • ad•Iressee to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
Now Orleans, La.,
or M, A, DAUPHIN,
"71ri'Tiran Summer Opening! 1,
A '1'
PYE &WALTON'S.
New goods arriving daily. Our eastern
1
 buyer has made arrangements with leading
li manufacturers to keep us supplied with all
V the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we
will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hay-
[,•i. uig very light expenses and buying for threelarge clothing houses, we are enabled to
IL  "scoop" all the bargains We can furnish
Fine Clothing Made to Order
aud guaranteed to fit, or no sale Coral and II
Ii see us at our
OXE PRICE CASH CLOTHING STORE[
[ii 2 Doors Prom Bank of H^pkinsville. liii
V u
SaF"...  7 -17.1-..-7717-LEIS7:7_..-_- -1-MJ-=' 7____n kiirfal'mg17
i
01-.01.117CON3C.A.T.
Lugs stock. Well Assorted. Prices Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
Evirmevutse• veswesereet Dam, races,
The Light Draught Stowage
1r' 1% 2•7" 2C 8 'X' I ST
J B. THOMPSON . Manager
itv NASH Clark.
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton daily
except S,.nday, at 8 o'clock, a m,, making sure
connections with the O., H. *N. IL 4.
Returning, les,-ss caseation daily at 8:811 p
Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 'p.n.
aCeDAY Ines CURD.
WORTH 1,0001
TESTIKONIAS OF HON. PAULK, OF
BERIEN COUNTY.
Would Not Take $1,000 for It—Re-
lieved of Fifteen Years' suffering
Freya Dyspepsia.
ALAPAR•, G•., June 21, 1887.—B. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, (ie.—Gentlemen :
I had suffered from that terrible disease,
dyspepsia, for over fifteen years, and
during that time tried everything I
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dollars in doctors' bills, with-
out reosiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm), and I began
using it; not, however, expecting to bg
benefitted. After using half a bottle I
was satisfied that I was being benefitted.
and when the eixth bott/e was taken
felt like a new man. I would not take
$1,000 for the good it has done me; In
fact, the relief I derived front it is price-
less. I firmly believe that I would have
died had I not taken it.
Respectfully, etc.,
Tnossu
For the blood, use B. B. B.
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, use B. B. B.
For rheumatism, use B. B. B.
For kidney troubles, use B. B. B.
For skin ditseese, use B. B. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who has used B.
B. B. of its merits. Get our book free
tilled with certificates of wonderful
cures.
SPECIAL
All who desire full Information about
the cause and cure of Blood Poisons,
Scrofula or Scrofulous Swellings, Ulcers,
Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney Complaints,
Catarrh, etc • can secure by mail free, a
copy of our 32-page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address, BLOOD BALM Co.
Atlanta, Ga.
IMPKECEDENTED ATTU II.CTIONIU over half a Million Distributed!
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
L.S.L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated by the Legislature is 1508, for
Educational sad iAaritable purposes, and its
franchise uncle • purl of the present State Con-
stilutiorr, in 1579, by an overwhelming popular
vote
Its Oran& !tingle 21 posher Draw.
Inge take place monthly. ant the grand Quar-
terly Drawings regularly every three months
..March. June september and December
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Quar-
terly!, Drawings of 1bir L.OUISISaa Stage Loi-
ter] Company, and in person manage and con-
VW the Drawings themeelt es, anti that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, anti in
goal faith toward all parties, and we authorize
the Company to use this certificate, with foe-
similes of our signatures attached, in its adver-
tisements."
Cossualseleuers.
We the undersigned Hanks and Bankers will
pay all Prices drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
B. WALSIELEV,
Pres. Louisiana Nattetaal Bank.
P. LAN AUX,
Pres. State Natitsual Rank.
A.BALDWIN,
Pres. Sew Orleans National Bank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. salon Nati•nal Bank.
Grand Quarterly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, June 12, lb88.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,000 Miceli's.* Twenty Stellar*
(pacts. Halves 0110'. Quarters SC
Tomtits Et; Tw•atiethe $I.
Leaves Evansville  Ia. m. sharp
Leaves Owensboro p. n. sharp
Tare ape. for round trip on Sunday, but not
responsible for stores purchased by the stew &rd.
BYRNES & SNYDER, Agents
LI8T OF raIZSS:
ealze edottoso is
" of 100,000 is
1 " of 50,000 is .
I " of 25,000 is
2 BRIARS ifir 10,001 are
of 5,000 are
'' Lem are
e of 400 are
.• of 800 are
of IWO are
APPKOZIMATIOM P1434415.
100 Pries of 000 approalma ling 10
$400.000 rriee are
100 Prizes of $800 •r,roximattng to
$100,000 Prize are
100 Prizes of p200 approximating to
$30.000 Prize are
TgaSIi.AL ralaiS.




atm oftt,gea mallet at, Maki,
ow urlsess, is,
11,11]iiing.p*it V4is r iteirreive 41,1
and Early, w o re arge if the 'trawl-tip
is a guar* in tee el absolute fairness anti ln$vgriIy,
that the charmer are all equal, and that 110.105
can possibly divine wlist numbers Will draw a
Prise.
RFEIMB that the payment of Prises
is GIUMSEHTIREIW MY WOLK MA.
w10111AL MARKS of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by Me. Fresidsil‘ 01 am In-
stitution. whose enarseree rights are res.-wait-
ed la the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
















talZ0e7 IC. ic. SOWS rtAB0111.1.
*031) 0E5 1-R1604
SARS
CUM ME1440Jl34SCROITULAN At tDislAsta
of THE- BLOOD.4 r.
PER BOTTLE• 6 rot
414k40$ \VICO,.
CURLS ALL 1O/45 of /11URAI5IAxa aviou5
litADACHC. 50 LTS PL a Box•
SOLO EYE RTVi mt.n.
0%1741/007 Mtb.6
11111411/  x-
101 BALE BY ALL DIDJOUrlii!.
Livery and Feea
—STABLE,—
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - By.
Lary and roomy stems and ampi• aceom mods
tion for horses. Special attestIon giv•n to furnish
rg wood horses and vehicles to all livery oestm
as shone connection whore.
CONDENSED NEWS.
Ex-Senator Thurman laughed at the
report that an effort was being made to
nominate him for the vice-presidency
and refused to talk about it. His son
Allen said that the Judge would not
consider such a sting for a moment.
Judge Tuley of Chicago has rendered
a preliminary decision lit a contested
will case that Is of considerable impor-
tance to all children born in slavery,
and to many of the descendants of such
children. He, In fact, pronounces such
children illegitimate, and holds that
they cannot inherit property from the
fat 
a severe storm Thursday af-
iphuer ng
ternoou lightning struck the Seventh
District school at Dayton, 0. The
greatest excitement prevailed and a pan-
ic among the children was only prevent-
ed by the presence of mind displayed by
the teachers: The shock was severe to
many of the children and two litUe girls
were fatally injured.
T. S. Bozeman of Carrot, Ill., was shot
and wounded on tbe street Wednesday
night by Mrs. Mattis Folks, wife of a
hotel proprietor, lie had been assaulted
a few nighta since by Bozeman. She
stated that in addition to beating and
kicking her husband, Bozeman had cir-
culated slanderous stories about her
and she meant to kill hint.
Gosh, what a lie! Just read: One
of the most remarkable accidental deaths
on record occurred Thursday evening on
Wade street, Cincinnati. Willie Roll-
wein, aged 3 years, stood on tiptoe un-
der a hydrant in the yard and attempt-
ed to suck water from the spout, putting
his mouth clue against the opening.
In some unaccountable way lie was held
there by the suction of air and an hour
later was found banging dead, his face
black and blue.
Two children, aged about 15 and about
6 months, were burned to death near
Wilishire, 0., during the absence of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Nick-
erson, Thursday. The family lived on
a farm near the town and the parents
left the children asleep in the house
while they went to work in the field,
leaving a pile of brush burning near the
house. During their absence the house
caught fire and the little ones were
burned to death.
A frightful accident occurred at Ben-
ton, Ky., Thursday morning. The
wool-carding machine in Trees & Cal r's
mill was running at high speed, when
suddenly it broke in a thousand pieces,
flying in every direction. A heavy
piece of Iran struck Sidney Peterson,
lacerating his throat, crushing his chest
and breaking an arm. R. G. Treae, one
of the proprietors, was badly hurt—both
are in a precarious condition. Another
man was also slightly injured. There
was not a physician in town, and it was
several hours before any were found to
attend the suffering men.
The difficulty between Col. A . M.
Swope and Col. W. C. Goodloe has been
amicably settled, the offensive language
withdrawn and the possibility of a per-
sonal encounter prevented. Wednesday
evening a movement was set on foot to
secure the consent of both the gentlemen
to submit their differences to a commit-
tee of friends for honorable adjustment.
This plan was agreed to and United
States Senator J. B. Beck, Col. E. S.
Clay, Gen. J. L. Robinson and Prof.
John Schaekelford Were Amen to adjust
all difference. The details of their de-
liberations are not made public, but both
gentlemen are out in cards apologizing.
Julius Meyer, who keeps • saloon and
resides at No. 520 Hickory street, St.
Louis, shot and killed Adolph Kleintopf
Jr., at an early hour on the morning of
April 15 while Kleintopf was burglariz-
ing his place. As Kleintopf was killed
while in ,the commission of a felony
nothing was ever done to Meyer. Thurs.,
day he called at the coroner's office with
L. 'treater who had been a witness in
the case and came to oollect his fee.
After Dregter had colleted his fee
Meyer said he also wanted his witness
I.e. This statement took Coroner Fre-
aer's breath away, but he recovered
sufficiently to tell Mr. Meyer very em-
phatically that he Wan entitled to no
fee.
Henry Miller and Win. Oderbolt,
farmers, living near Bucher City, III.,
had a law-suit over a trival matter which
was decided against Miller. The latter
swore that he would be revenged and
true to his word, armed himself with a
bowie-knife and rifle and proceeded to a
field where Wm. Kinsey, a witness
against itim, was at enirk. lie first
killed Chreey's horse end then murdered
the titan in cold blood. Ile then went
to the field where Oderholt was at work
and killed Oderlielt and his horse,
When the reVelige Was eomplete his pro.
verdant to his n*11'111,1'1., set fire to Iiis
house, blew Bill Ilia nviti hrmine sell was
ertniiitted iii the fitful/oh
in IAI, Jobe B. Credsluea col Miss
Mary A. Wilkes were mended In Brown.
well, atatforibthire, Riiglawl. In 1 ini4
they became converted to the Mormon
faith, came to America and made their
way to Salt Ike City, the wife going
ahead with& wagon train of emigrant
women. When Craddock arrived at
Salt lake lie could Mei no trace of his
wife, who, it seems, was kept in captivi-
ty several months by a Mormon elder.
She finally escaped, and failing to find
her husband, returned to England in
1866. Craddock, meanwhile, was inform-
ed that his wife was dead end he again
married, removing to this city. His
first wife, eight months ago, learned of
his whereabouts from letters written by
Craddock to relatives in England. She
went to Nebraska City recently, and
after talking the matter over, relin-
quished all claim and left Thursday for
Philadelphia from which place she will
sail for her English home.
Miss Lillian Lewis gave a anal im„
personation of the very naughty Lena
Deepard In "As in a Looking Glass," at
Detroit, bitch., Friday night. Then she
returned to her dressing-room and gave
an unexpected female imitation of Mans-
field's transformation scene from Dr.
Jekyll to Mr. Hyde, which was the
greatest effort of her life. A constable
reached the door just after Miss Lewis
had entered, armed with an attachment
Issued by a member of the company for
salary due. "I'm dressing," said Miss
Lewis in a defiant tone, "and you can't
coire in." The constable had a brief
view of white arms and shoulders as the
door slammed to. The constable posted
himself on one side of the door and
Manager Mareton on the other. The
manager entertained the constable with
explosive criticisms on lilt course, and
still Miss Lewis went on dressing. The
constable told a story himself, and at
the end, the dressing going on Inside,
was apparently ineompleted. The bor-
der lights had been turned out, but still
Miss Lewis continued her toilet. At
last the key turned, the door opened and
a flood of light streamed out. 'Standing
In the flare was the occupant of the
room nn; the slim, graceful Lillian
Lewis of the stage, but a woman of
enormous waist and prodigious propor-
tions. Three empty trumks made the
setting for the tableau, which was seen
only for • inotnefrit before the ponderous
figure sailed meleetically away. Miss
Lewis had donned every scrap of ward
robe she possessed and so kept it out of
the clutches of the constable.
NIB
It is now rumored that the Prince of
Wales contemplates a visit to the UnItt.d
Statea at an early date.
A negro man was hung Wednesday
night near Rich Pond, Barrett county,
Ky., by a mob consisting of more than
one hundred men. He was accused of
poisoning twenty horses.
Jefferson Davis will be waited upon.
by a committee appointed to bake him
to be present at the laying of the cor-
ner-stone of the Confederate monument
at Jackson, Miss., on the 25th inst.
Baptism among the colored people
was the order of the day in Clarksville
Sunday, fourteen being Immersed in
the Cumberland by Rev. Wimbly, and
twenty at Cherry Station by Rev.
Thomas.
Near Maysville, Sunday, a 12-year-old
girl named liorally was shot in the arm
while returning home from • visit to
the country. A man and' woman who
were driving 5ellind her are accused of
shooting at her for sport.
Lebanon voted "wet" Saturday. In
Other words, a proposition to subscribe
$60,000 to the construction of water-
works was adopted by a majority of 150.
The water will be brought from Roiling
Fork, a distance of four miles.
The examination of Emperor Frede-
rick's throat made yesterday, dissipates
the last hope of his recovery. The dis-
ease is spreading, and, though the Em-
peror shows considerable strength, he
is liable to a sudden and an early death.
A freight train on the Reading rail-
road was wrecked Monday morning
near Moss Creek, Pa. Some fiend had
wedged a stone firmly into a frog near
a twenty foot embankment. When the
locomotive struck this It bounded over
the embankment and with two cars fell
in a heap below. The engineer was
killed outright and the fireman received
injuries from which he will die.
The Soy levee about eight miles above
the town of Louisiana, Mo., succumbed
to the mighty pressure of the Mississip-
pi Monday and gave way. Great dam-
age to growing crops and to stock will
be the inevitable result. The Soy Val-
ley a broad and fertile strip of coun-
try extending from Louisiana, Mo., to
a point opposite Hannibal, will be com-
pletely inundated. The river continues
to rise.
The salvation army at Atlanta is get-
ting itself into trouble. It, was precipi-
tated by the action of Mrs. Lou Barnes,
who left her home to take up her resi-
dence at their quarters. As Barnes is
the oldest and most prominent member
of the police force, this has turned the
whole force against them. A party was
organized Monday night to rotten-egg
the saintly soldiers but it was not suc-
cessful. Mrs. Barnes has filed suit for
divorce from her husband.
Monday a fearful explosion fla which
several lives were lost occurred on the
Santafe road. A fast train collided
with a section of a freight train which
became detached. One of the cars was
loaded with Naplathe, and when the
collision took place the oil exploded,
setting fire to everything within reach.
A second car was loaded with powder
and when the dames reached this car
the explosion was terrific, demolishing
everything in the immediate neighbor-
hood.
A special from Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
says: The farmers are terribly dis-
tressed in souse parts of the county
about the ravages of the army worm.
The worms lay everything bare before
them, stripping corn, wheat and
grasses. Some of the farmers are dig-
ging ditches around their farms, and
every morning dragging a log in the
ditch, which kills them. Some are us-
ing a rope, dragging it over the tops of
the wheat, which keeps thew front in-
juring the heads of wheat.
Warren county has had a InychIng.
A fanner by the name of Marion Sloe'
had several horses to die last winter
frotn some strange disease that could
not be accounted for. Recently two
others died and two more got sick. Sus-
pecting something wrong he took some
of the feed left in the trough and had it
analyzed, and found that It contained
poison. A negro named Tom Roney
was suspected and the other night a
mob called at his house, took hIm out of
bed and into a grove near and there
'Krung him up.
Polioe Thomas Donnelson arid
Pennington were shot Saturday after-
noon by Jack Richardson at Lexington.
Turfman Bladley had had trouble with
Richardson and Charlie Higgins at the
race track, liaggius claiming that the
men hail insulted his wife. The officers
arrested the men and brought them to
town. Richardson atterupted to escape
atini on being 'enrolled fired on the olfb
ears lilttltia Omni both, Petinington
was mily ilialitly 111,Pirmil, but Dunhill-
eon illed front lila wound, The
darer was Weil In Jail,
Miss Lola hell, the 13,year-old daugh•
ter of J. M. Bell, express' messenger for
the Well's Fargo & Co., at Marion, 0.,
died at a lute hour Sunday 'tight after
an illness of about four months. She
first had cerebral and malarial troubles,
and suffered intense pain at the base of
her brain. She was conscious partly all
the time, and ate up till the 13th of
March, since when no nourishment has
remained on her stomach, and all she
has taken was some water. Physicians
in attendance pronounce it • very rare
case, making fifty-eight days witkoet a
particle of food. Key weight was only
about oneskalf at the time of her death
what elle weighed when taken sick.
A terrible shooting affray took place
Saturday evening near Mt. Vernon, By.,
between Uriati Albright amid John Berge
and his two El01111. Albright had a lease
on some lands belonging to the Lair
heirs for cutting timber and takigg off
tan-bark. Berge had moved on the
lands before Albright had !Wished haul-
ing off the bark, and on going yesterday
to take a lam load, was confronted by
the Berges with guns and pistols. They
attempted to open Are upon him, but by
some means all their weapons refuted
tire, when Albright drew a pistol, a 44•
Kensington, and began the deadly work.
John Berge was shot across the temple,
tearing out both eyes. John, Jr., was
shot through the breast and shoulder,
and the younger Berge through the lung.
All will die. All the parties were farm-
ers.
A special to the Nashville Democrat
says that information has been received
from Muhlenberg county concerning a
shooting affray that took plaits' in the
Summers neighborhood Friday, during
which Ralph Uzzle was shot and mor-
tally wounded by Pryor Tyson. The
men had been friends, but trouble had
lately grown up between there, caused
by Csale havinf had Tyeon's brother
indiqed for selling liquor illegally. on
several occasions Tyson had wade
threats against Uzzle'e life, and chew-
ing to meet him on the public road Fri-
day, lie told him that lie was going to
kill him. At the same time Tyron drew
his gun, and emptied the contents of
one barrel into Uzzle's right side, in-
flicting a painful wound, trout which lie
cannot recover. Tyson then turned
and tied, and has not been heard of
since. There is great excitement over
The famous Kentucky Derby was run
at Louisville Monday. Macbeth was
the victor.
A dummy engine and a street car col-
lided in Nashville Monday night, re-
putting in the injury of several passen-
gers.
Gen. George P. Harrison died Mon-
day at Savanah, Ga., lie was seventy-
four years old and a major general in
the Confederate army.
Cornelison, the murderer of Judge
Reid, was released Monday on a writ of
habeas corpus sworn out by himself, re-
hying that be was unlawfully restrain-
ed of his liberty. Judge Toney placed
him under a bond of $1,000 to guard
against his escape.
James Smith living near Elyria, 0.,
was placed in jail Monday for beating
his wife to death. Smith is 20 years
old, his wife is but 15. Smith assaulted
his wife because she wanted to go to a
dance and drove her into the street and
kicked her into the gutter. She died
from her Injuries.
In 1858 W. M. Badger was appointed
by President Buchanan Indians agent of
the hickapoo trtbe. At the- fin al t-
tlement four years afterwards, It was
iound- that $24,000 was erroneously al-
lowed by Badger. He tied to South
America and was not heard from until
Tuesday, May 14, when he was arrested
In Topeka, Ku., be an United States
marshal.
A dynamiter in Atlanta Is making
trouble for the policemen. Monday a
bomb placed on the Western and At-
lanta railroad track was exploded by •
car passing over it. The car wheel was
biotin to pieces. Tuesday a wagon
loaded with lumber ran over another
bomb which exploded, the horse taking
fright end throwing the driver upon the
Street.
Private watchman Corbett, of Nash-
ville, while on hie rounds Monday night
spied a suspicious looking sack lying in
the shadow of a building. Proceeding
to examine it he was horrified to find
that It contained the skeleton of a hu-
man body. Officer Corbett turned over
his ghastly find to the proper authori-
ties. No clew exists as to how the sack
and its contents came theee.
Gov. Robert L. Taylor was renomi-
nated by the Tenneeee Democracy
Tuesday after a long and closely con-
tested battle of ballots. A mejority of
the delegates present at the first ballot
were for Taylor, but PO united and de-
termined was the opposition that forty
ballots were cast before a choice was
made. There had been a decided reac-
tion against Taylor, but his friends ral-
lied around him and by a thorough or-
ganisation succeeded in overcoming the
opposition- Ills election is a foregone
conclusion.
A man representing himself to be a
Mr. Milroy, called at the house of Wil-
liam Starkey a laboring man at Delphi,
Ind., Saturday, saying that he wanted
a girl to serve as a domestic at his home
about a mile in the country. The Mel-
roys are all respectable people, and
Starkey permitted his tifteen-year-old
daughter to accompany him on foot.
In passing through a lone and unfre-
quented wood the villain assailed the
helpless girl, choked her until almost
lifeless, accomplished his fiendish de-
sign and left her to get back home as
best she could. When the news of the
outrage became known the sheriff and •




Dr. W. D. Gage, of Grandview, was
In the city to-day. Ile sowed twenty
bushels of oats, but the worms bave
damaged him so much that there is not
a blade to be found in his entire field.
His corn met with the same bad luck.
Chas. J. Hager, of the firm of C. J.
Hager cit Bro., died this morning at
11:30 o'clock. Mr. Hager had been
sick only about two weeks, but his
trouble, caterrhal-pneunionia, was most
violent and for several days past but
little hope for final recovery was enter-
tained. Mr. Hager Was born and raised
In Owensboro and had spent most of his
life in our midst. He possessed an ex-
cellent character and by close application
to every detail be bad won for himself
an enviable reputation as a business
man.
The work of perfecting the plans for
the public building at Owensboro, which
was thought by the citizens of the city
to be progressing very slowly, Is now
engaging the attention of the architect's
division of the treasury department and
will be pushed to tompletion at the
earliest date possible. It Is now thought
thet work will hello on the building
within a lear Month'',
lifeteierein Jeureel .
Walter Keenan'', elio rooms (ow 0,
W, Rash's drug store, lies Mem nodding
fur some time a long box *iodise near
hie door. Weiliiestiay afternoon curinu-
Ity impelled him to raise the lid to see
what it contained, stud on doing eo he
was horrified to see therein a corpse,
which was in the last stage of putrifac-
tion, but entire save the head. The
corpse was evidently some doctor's
"stiff," which had been exhumed from
the cemetery for dissection, but was
never used. The head bad been cut off
to avoid the possibility of recognition.
!Princeton Banner.,
Cory, the bright little daughter of Mr.
Hent:y Conway met with quite a serious
accident Wednesday evening aftei sup-
per. While the parents were at supper
the little child found a bottle of disinfec-
tant, and through curiosity, took &swal-
low, but fortunately threw the bottle
down, thus saving her life. Her mouth
and face were badly burnt, but not of •
serious nature. May she soon be re-
stored to her usual cheerfulness.
Court of Common Pleas.
The court of common pleas convened
Monday, JudgeJ. W. McPherson upon
the bench. But little was done on the
first day further than to organize. Tues-
day the docket was taken up and the
day devoted to the disposition of cases
of minor importance. The case of Win-
free versus Anderson has been set for
the 16th day of the term.
Judge Mcl'hereon is giving entire
satisfaction. The bar and litigants are
well pleased with his decisions and
rulings.
The jurors for the first, twoweeks of
the term are: C. L. Ritter, Y. J. Means,
Geo. Goodley, Robt. Gary, Chas. McKee,
R. F. Reyes, Cal. Layne, al. Lt. Boyd,
Andrew Payue, Jordan Baker, Cliaa.
tt'Neal, \Y. U. Sychuore, M. L. Young,
E. T. Rogers, Tom Whitlow, Jno. Wood-
burn, R. W. Hoard, Jack Clardy, D. M.
Taylor, Walt Jones, J. R. Anderson,
Juo. Brame, J. W. Boyd, B. H. Hopper.
40 •
"Never," cried the unhappy girl,
folding her shapely arms across her
billowy bosom "Sooner than I die
and feed writhing worms than harbor
your base proposition. Know, William
Johnson, and know it once for all, that
In this virgin breast burns and surges
and heaves, with the tiger fury of vol-
canic tires, an all-prevading, all-devour-
ing, all-consuming, brain-toppling, and
the affair in bluhlenberg, and officers of eoul-rending passion for cold boiled
the law are on Tyson's track. beaus."
..su•saxart.T.miniaMmirm ,. •
CHURCH HILL GRANGE.
Geed Crowd Present—Light Sales
and Prices.
There was not so large a crowd at the
Church Hill grange sale as is usually
the case; probably not over 1,500 per-
sons being present. Hopkineville, as
usual, was well retrresented by both
sexes. It was very, very dusty, but
the crowd did not seem to mind that.
The sale opened up quite early and con-
tinued till about 2 :30 in the afternoon,
with an Intermission for dinner. There
was plenty to eat on the ground and if
anyone left hungry it was not the fault
ot the kind and hospitable people who
furnished the dinner. The day passed
off pleasantly, only one little accident
occurring to mar it, that a runaway in
Which a young lady was thrown out
but not seriously hurt.
'file stock offered were below the
average quality of that usually sold, and
the primal were correspondingly low.
This was accounted for by there being
little to fatten them with.
The buyers were in a good humor,
while the sellers said they got all they
expected and some Oman swarth The
sales were as follows:
J. N. ADAMS.
1 steer, bought by G. Adams $10 50
1 cow, '• " 20 25
TO. GAINZS.
4 steers, bought by W. J. Withers,
each   16 50
1 heifer, bought by W. J. Withers 14 25
I cow, 15 00
1 cow, " " Wiley at Parker 21 50
FRANK MACREA.
4 steers, bought by W. W. Crews,
each  7 65
6 heifers, bought by John Han-
bery, each  8 00
WM. MASON.
1 steer, b't. by Wiley it Parker.
1 " "
1 heifer " Wm. Gary 
1 " "
1 neer " W. J. Withers .
1 heifer "
It calves " Wm. Gary, each 
I heifer " •  












1 steer, bought by Wiley it
Parker  47 00
1 heifer, bought by Wiley it
Parker  3a 00
I steer, bought by Wiley it Par-
ker  25 00
Cow and calf, bought by W. J.
Withers  24 50
Cow and calf, bought by W. J 
Withers  26 00
J. W. MCGAUGHIY.
G cal vee, b't. by W. W. Crews, each,








W. W. Crewe .
A. Gregory 











1 bull, b't. by Upohaw Buckner... 34 00
1 cow " 43 50
J. E. C•UDLE.
3 heifers, b't. by J. W Arnett, each 7 25
1 steer, W. J. Withers  16 50
7 steers, " Jim Majors  111 75
1. H. WALLACE.
1 heifer, b'L by Max Myers  10 50
1 steer, A. Gregory  7 60
1 heifer, 66 • 9 25
1 steer, W. J. Withers . 16 50
J. ts. CLARDY & sole.
6 steers, bought by W. H. Barr, each
$11 50
7 steers, bought by A. Gregory, each
$14 30
2 heifers, bought by Wiley it Parker,
each, $17 00
1 steer, bought by Wiley it Parker,
$2225
LUTHER SMITHSON.
1 steer, b't. by Wiley it Parker, $22 50
1 " " " W. H. Barr, .$9 00
1 cow, " " A. Gregory, $6 50
ARTHUR HENRY.
I cow, bought by W. J. Withers, $15 00
2 steers, Wt.. by ...$20 50
IliNRY BRYANT.
1 bull, b't. by W. J. Withers, $26 50
J. N. BROWNING.
1 steer, b't. by W. J. Withers, ..$15 00
I. D. NOT!).
23 eheeee per head, $2 55
The total amount of thessaies for the
day amounted to $1,277.90, which is •
great deal less than the average.
Bitter Bread.
Complaint is frequently made by those
who use baking powders that they leave
in bread, biscuit., or (take raised by them
a disagreeable, bitter taste. This taste
follows the use of all impure baking
powders, and hi caused either by their
()curtaining alum (introduced to make a
cheap article,) by the impure and adul-
terated character of other ingredients
used, or from the ignorance of their
manufacturers of the proper methods of
oombining them. These baking pow-
dere leave in the bread a residuum
formed of lime, earth, alum, or other
deleterious matters, not always, though
frequently, tastable In the food, anti by
all physicians classed as Injurious to
health, The Royal Baking Netter Is
free from this 'phone defect. In It. use
tin residuum is left, and the lust Missed
by Ills always "weft, light, and Whole-
1101,44, anti nothesetily free Irina the pie
culler titate compisIned of. The moon
of this is because it Is composed of notli-
leg but absolutely pure materials, &civil-
[Ideally combined In exactly the proper
proportions of acid and alkali to wet upon
and destroy each other, while produc-
ing the largest amount of raising power.
We are justified in this assertion from
the unqualified statements made by the
Government chemists, who after thor-
ough and exhaustive tests recommend-
ed the "Royal" for Governmental use
because of Its superiority over all others
in purity, strength, and wholesomeness
There is no danger of bitter bread or bia
cult where it alone is used.
Rivalry.
Rivalry between cities sometimes be-
comes so sharp that it attracts the atten-
tion of the outside world and most fre-
quently the outside world gets the laugh
on the rIvale. That between Paducah
and Cairo is now raging hot. The Pa-
ducah News says:
The attention of the street inspector
and the city cOUlicili8 called to that Cai-
ro-looking place in the sidewalk at the
north-west corner of Fifth Street and
Broadway. A few bricks would do a
world of good if applied to the scab-like
place.
The Standard chimes in as follows:
Cairo is kicking because elm has only
four letter carriers, while Paducah has
five. As the Cairo letter carriers have
to do a good deal of swimming to get to
their destination, we rather expect they
ought to have short routes.
Once there was a similar rivalry be-
tween Hopkinsville and a measly little
boat lauding up on the Cumberland
known as Clarksville, but that has all
died out &Moe liust, winter when the ma-
jor portion of the town slipped into the
river. Probalgy that is what makes the
water at Cairo so unhealthy this sum-
mer.
Iditors New, Clarkson, Medill, and
Halstead, who are just now engaged in
editing rival presidential booms, all
have their ears to the ground and are
listening intently. "I have taken a
large pinch of snuff," each of them
murmurs to hinigelf during his lonely
vigil, "and I am sure that the whole
Republican party is preparing to
sneeze."
Powell Clayton is to lead the Arkin-
saw delegations at the Chicago conven-
tion again this year. Somebsdy must
To the Business lea of HopkInsville„
The Commercial Club has for some
time past beets considering the advisa-
bility of issuing a handsome and attrac-
tive pamphlet setting forth the advan-
tages and resources of Hopkineviiie and
Christian county. At the last meeting
of the club a committee consisting of
Idesers. Porgy, Long and Gaither was
appointed to investigate the cost of
such an undertaking, and to make in-
quiries among the business men of the
city in order to find out how they were
disposed towards such an enterprise.
If the club meets with that encourage-
ment which it has a right to expect at
the hands of the business men of Hop-
kinsville it will immediately take steps
looking to the publication of the work.
It will not be a hastily written and care-
lessly prepared advertisement. There
will be pains taken in its preparation.
The reading matter will be prepared by
first class talent, and particular atten-
tion given not only to the city of Hop-
kinsville, but to the agricultaral and
mineral resources of Christian county.
Its advantages will be set forth in a
brief, clear and forcible and at the um*
time attractive manner, so that no ono
will. cast the pamphlet aside without
giving it the careful perusal that it will
merit. The workmanship will be first
class in every respect, the cuts will be
prepared by skilled engravers, and it is
the aim of the projectors with the HOW-
Lance of those public spirited citizens
who have the 'interests of their city
heart to make this photograph of Hop-
kinsville as beautiful as the original.
The club neither asks ,nor expects
remuneration further than the encour-
agement which it deserves in its gen-
erous efforts to direct the attention of
those seeking homes Lad investments
to our beautiful city here iu Mee heart of
Christian county, broad fertile and rich.
Confidence begets confidence. We can
have no confidence iu that man who
has none in himself, so it is with the
people of a city. If they do not be-
lieve in their own resources, in their
own future, they can not expect others
to believe and must be content to see
the confident city prosper. We must
tell the world boldly what we are or
they will never believe. Faint hearted
timidity can never accomplish iusythings
If we are convinced ourselves we can
convince others. Then to the business
men of Hopkinsville, the New Las
would say lend your iufluence,petronage
and encouragement to everything that
is calculated tti.cenvinoe.
West Nemlneted.
A meeting of the county 'executive
committee was held at the court-house
Monday afternoon for the purpose of
considering the claims of the candidates
for the Democratic nomination for
sheriff. Messrs West, Msjors &net Boyd
eaeli came before the committee and
made their statements, after which the
committee went into executive session
for the purpose of balloting. On motion
it was agreed that the candidate receiv-
ing the least number of votes should be
dropped after the first ballot, which re-
stilted as follows:
FIRST BALLOT.










West receiving the largest number of
vote* was declared the nominee, and the
nomination made 1108.12111:101111 With a
whoop.
larder In Henderson County.
Black's Point, a landing six miles be-
low Henderson, was the scene of a mur-
der Saturday morning, which has so in-
censed the people of that locality that
the murderer will most likely be
lynched, u soon as he is captured. The
facts are these, as near as could be
learned. Jeff Hancock, a white man
engaged in farming on the Bauidauf
place, was moving loge with a hand
stick, assisted by a negro, named All.
Willson. The negro handled his end of
the stick in such a way as to throw the
weight of the logs nearly all-onto Han-
cock. The latter remoustrated, using
rather strong language. The murder-
ous negro, *siting his opportunity,
while the victim's back was turned,
dealt him a blow with his hand-stick,
crushing his skull. The unfortunate
man lingered, insensible, troll • late
hour In the' evening, when death re-
lieved lilm. The murderer escaped to
the woods, but the sheriff &fel • num-
ber of vitisens are in hot pursuit. Ilan-
etwk was about 25 years of age and tine
marriell. He bore a good character and
was well liked, "I'lie negro It lo claimed,
hut revently Wont there from Oda coun-
ty. The authuritlee lucre Ismeived a
telegram Monday inquirivabout hulus
but they knew ionising.
"We have an electric street railway in
operation out in Wichita," said a Kan-
sas man. "It doesn't haul many pas-
(tengers, yet it is a paying institution.
Two hundred and fifty citizens have
agreed to contribute 5 cents apiece each
day to keep the road running, whether
they ride or not. So the care go r pin-
ning up and down the streets, giving a
stranger the impression that business is
everlastingly booming. Just about
half the time the care are empty, but the
company loses no money, for the volun-
tary public contribution of 075 • week
Is a good guaranty. It le by such means
as this that Wichita has been made to
boom. We have a hotel out there that
Is big enough for St. Louis; it doesn't
pay and it never will pay—it can't.
We have forced a boom and we are pay-
ing for it. After it has collapsed we
shall be a laughing-stock."
The state of Georgia has lately taken
on an air of Spartan sternness. A
preacher was hanged there for murder
on Friday, having been denied the ben-
efit of clergy. Earlier in the week the
Democratic state convention gibbeted
in fine 15I3 le the free whisky and high
tariff views of Senator Joe Brown and
Henry W. Grady. Georgia isn't going
to be left very far behind in the proces-
sion so long as its supply of nooses hold
out.
Therefore Ills natural kautl so proper
and pleasant) to discuss among our-
selves the divers rivers, creeks, brooks,
streams, lakes, bayous, ponds, and ether
places wherein abound fish, and where-
from fish may be with the greatest ex-
pedition and Attie least cost expiscated.
The questbn as to the presidency of this
Republic does not appeal at this time
with such directness or with such per-
suasiveness to the masculine heart as
does the question "Where shall we go
fishing."
Ills at this lesson of the year that the
gentle sunshine of springtime warm,
the human body through and through,
and with its quiet but effective influen-
ces doth bestir the ambition to loftier ac-
complishments. As the showers of
April do purge, wash, and purify all
nature so the stilling suns of May do
dry, reinvigorate, and enliven all things,
have sent "round the fiery signal again, and do serve as an Inspiration to the
tor the Bialue clans are gathering much featly performance of good and prodtg-
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The first issue of the Cave City Her-
ald has made its appearance. It is in-
dependent in politics.
Dr. Norman has very wisely decided
to withdraw from the race for congress.
It is doubtful if he could have carried
even his own couuty as matters now
stand.
Ring rule is about to lose its grip.
The independent faction In the Republi-
can party is tired of it and will have no
more. This was etideueed at the recent
convention.
The clique is doomed. The court
house ring will soon be one of the
things of the past. The good Republi-
cans barest last rebelled and this means
defeat to the gang.
If the Hon. Ignatius Donnelly can
discover a cipher running through the
Blaine letases, by which he can make it
manifest ghat Francis Bacon was their
author, the Republican ticket may be
Blaine and Donnelly.
Saved again ! Cols. Swope and Good-
toe through the intervention of a few
United States senators, congressmen,
and state officials have been persuaded
to give up the idea of filling each other
full of bullets and have apologized.
The influential Republicans of north
Christian are delighted at the nomi-
nation of Mose West for sheriff, yet he
Is one of the soundest of Democrats
This is undoubted evidence that they
are tired of ring rule. The court house
clique is doomed.
The Taylor Brothers are still the rec-
ognized leaders of their respective
parties in Tennessee, though the state
will be spared a reproduction of their
variety show. Alf will go to congress
from Bob's district and the latter will
occupy the gubernatorial chair for an-
other term.
The Lebanon Enterprise Is working
hard to secure waterworks for Its town
It is to be hoped that its effort will not
meet with the same discouragement
that the New Kaa's did here-I. e., that
when we get a few more railroads and
manufactories and our town grows
larger the water-works will come o
themselves. This same Indifference
and indolence is the one thing that has
kept Hopkinsville back.
Who said the tariff was a dull, monot-
onous and prosy subject? Let him read
the recent speeches on the Mills bill
The field of poesy from the Iliad to the
Biglow papers is indrustriously dragged
for an idea that may be lugged In to the
support of the speakers views. "The
verdict of the jury that sets on the corm
of American civilisation," said that
cyninal dyspeptic, Thomas Carlyle, to
an American altlaen, will be, mime to
Its death from an over-does of oratory.'
It now turns out that Jack Ingalls
the snarling hyena of Kansas, the de-
famer of dead heroes and the infamous
traducer of the great, was during the
war a scOrvy traitor, opposed to the
very principles which he now eulogizes
He has been posing as a soldier and the
champion of emancipation, but facts
recently dug up from the peat prove
beyond a doubt that during the war he
was a candidate for a state office on a
ticket diametrically opposed to the Lin-
coln administration.
The supreme court Monday, ren-
dered a decision in the famous Hatfield-
McCoy case, appealed from Kentucky.
The case was appealed on the grounds
that Kentucky wurts had no jurisdic-
tion because of the illegal manner in
which one, Mahon, was brought into
their possession. The court denies the
appeal, declaring that the state may
punish him for crimes committed
against her laws, regardless of how be
was brought tinder the jurisdiction of
her courts.
Baltimore, Cincinnati and Nashville
thieves must look to their laurels. They
stole, respectively, a saw-mill, railroad
track and engine, but a Nebraska man
has downed them. While the owner
was asleep be stole the roof off the
house; at least he got away with half of
it before its occupant awoke, and was
about to take the other half when he
was persuaded by a man behind a
Winchester ride to put it down. It
turned out that this unique thief was a
home-steader who was building g sod
cabin near and having no roof on it
concluded to help himself to his neigh-
bor's. Verily we are a great people.
A prominent Democrat at Washing-
ton who Is thoroughly conversant with
political affairs in Indiana, who has had
ample opportunities to judge of the po-
litical outcome of the state, in a private
letter states that there is not a doubt
but that the Democrats can carry the
state if only the right men are placed
on the ticket. He favors Black, of Illi-
nois, even over Gov. Gray, and says
that Cleveland, Black and tariff reform
means a good Democratic majority in
in Indiana. Black would prove a draw-
ing card as he was noted for his daring
and bravery during the war and had
the honor of being shot all to pieces by
the gallant Confederates. The Federal
soldiers all over the union love as the
Confederates honor him for his gal-
lantry.
The Mormon problem is assuming
alarming proportions In Augusta, Ga.
Missionaries have been there for some
time and now the membership is 150
strong with new converts every week.
Heretofore the eiders have preached In
the houses of members but now they
propose to build a church to which to
bold their services. It is discovered
that the intention of the members is to
remain in Augusta and this has brought
forth a card from the ministers of the
city denouncing their false teachings
and calling upon the people to stamp
out this foul blot upon civilization.
One case is reported in which a promi-
nent convert had a vision in which he
was commanded to take up the marriage
relation with three sisters who have
recently joined the band. Tar and
feathers might be used with wholesome
effect on these missionaries by the Geor-
gians. A generous application of the
same to the converts would doubtless
ant seas startling cures.
About five out of every six of the ex-
changes that come to title office the latter
part of the weee contained a supplement.
there was a wonderful similarity in
those suppletnente. Each supplement
contained only one article; that article
was headed, "Back at the Committee,
Reply of the L. A N. ()Metals to the
Investigating Committee's Report," etc,
etc.
Moises West, tile Democratic nominee
for sheriff, is of the firm of Brasher a
West, Crofton, and is a young man of
sterling quality and considerable ability.
It was not till after he had been strong-
ly urged by a host of friends that he
("outwitted to make the race, and he now
enters it with bright prospects of suc-
cess. His friends, and they are a host,
are enthusiastic in his favor, saying that
a better man could uot he found; that
one of his strong pinta is his sobriety
and attention to business. One good
point about the matter is the good na-
tured way the other candidates take
their defeat. Knowitig that all could
not be nominated, they agreed to sub-
mit their claims and now like the good
Democrats they are promise to use
every endeavor to secure tile election of
Mr. West. Sherilt West that is to be,
the New ERA greets you, and sends
with the greeting its promise to be one
of the agents which shall effect your
election.
No epithet seems too vile for those
who oppose Samuel J. Randall'a views
to apply to him. That portion of the
southern press which favors a reduction
of the tariff is particularly hitter.
Not only are his views metalled, but the
man himself is made the target for the
moat satirical and vindictive darts.
The New Elia has always combatted
his views and endeavored to expose
their fallacy, but not by personal abuse
or denunciation. It has endeavored to
show that his theory is detrimental to
the interests at the coinatry at large,
but the New Zits has never for a mo-
ment forgotten that during the dark
days of the reconstruction when the
worst enemies of the bleeding south
were in power endeavoring to kill and
crush by despotic and tyrannical laws
what little life yet remained, the clear,
strong, manly voice of Saw Randall, of
Pennsylvania, was raised in her behalf,
and at no little risk he took Ids stand
between her and her enemies. Though
his views are not in accordance with
our own it is impossible for us to forget
that he was the champion of the south
in the hour of need.
The New ERA in referring to the
building of a branch line to connect
with the I. A. tec T., does not wish to be
understood as advocating its construc-
tion by the L. & N. in preference to any
better or equally as good a plan that
may be suggested. As heretofore sta-
ted it looks very much like at present
that the 0. V. does not intend to come,
and believing that a line to connect at
some convenient point with the I. A. &
T. road would result in great good to
both the city and county, as a matter of
course the New ERA favors It.
Formerly all the trade from that sec-
tion of the country came here; now con-
siderable of it goes to Clarksville and it
goes there simply because better and
quicker transportation is furnished.
Were we to build a line and tap that
section, thus giving us equal chances
with Clarksville, there is not a doubt
but the trade would come back here.
County pride, if nothing else, would
bring it, where everything else is equal.
It is for this reason that the New Etta
would not have the prejudice against
the L. ft N. stand in the way of an in-
crease of business. The building of this
branch could but redound to our bene-
fit, and any fair-minded man who has
studied the situation will admit it. The
New ERA has good grounds for the be-
lief that a proposition will be submitted
by the L. A N. to build this line. What
will be tile nature of that proposition
cannot be stated as yet, but it is under-
stood that not much will be asked of us.
In the event that this is true, it Is sin-
cerely to be hoped that Ws matter will
be carefully studied by our caissons; that
if the proposition be reasonable, prejti•
dine will not be allowed to stand In the
way of our ItIVIU10•111110I.
A good boldness rutin never allows
prejudice against a certain individual or
company to Asvent his taking advan-
tage of an offer wade by that individual
or company if he sees ly It commercial
gain for himself. Ile would be classed,
and rightly, a fool If he did. Prejudice
is well enough where it does not seri-
ously affect one's intermit, but it should
always stop there. It is not asked of the
people that they bow down and worship
at the L. A N's. shrine, but Kis asked
that they, if the opportunity be had,
take a piece of pie when offered, provid-
ed there is no pudding in reach.
THE L. A N'S. OFFER
It has never been the policy of the
New Kea to raise false hopes by the
publication of matter that is liable to
mislead and deceive. It has closely
adhered to this line in the matter of rail-
roads. It has not been deaf to the great
schemes and plans that were being con-
stantly discussed around it. It has en-
deavored to trace them to a reliable
source, but generally found them vague
and unsubstantial, and altogether un-
worthy of publication. When it was
announced upon the streets this week
that the L. ct N. Company had formu-
lated a proposition to be submitted to
the people of Hopkineville and Trigg
counties, a New ERA reporter hastened
to the oftioe of Hon. Jno. Feland the
L. it N. attorney to get the proposition
in full, and which is here given in the
exact language of Judge Feland:
"The Louisville and Nashville rail-
road Company does not propose to build
and own the road themselves. They
propose that we shall take sufficient
stock to lay the track and construct the
bridges ready for the ties. They will
then require us to execute a mortgage
on the road for $5000 a mile which is to
be in the shape of 7 per cent, bonds
which same the L. ft N. will take at par,
or we may sell to other parties, the pro-
ceeds to be turned over te the L. it N.
Company or enough orit to put on the
cross-ties, lay the.track of steel rails,
which must be in weight not less than
fifty pounds to the lineal yard, build
the depots, water tanks, etc. If the
road costs more than this they will fur-
nish the money and take stock in the
road at par, if it costs less the surplus is
to be returned to U8. They will furnish
the necessary rolling stock and run as
many trains, both freight and passenger
as may be required. 'they will take a
lease of twenty-five years and give us
all of the profits of the road after pay-
ing actual expenses, charging nothing
for their management of the property.
We may fix our own rates, and control
them absolutely. We shall have the
same rates per mile that Clarksville has
on the Princeton division. As to freight
over the Princeton division where the
whole wheelage does not exceed twenty
one miles we are to have half and the
L. dt N. half. Thirty-five miles and
under we are to have forty per cent. the
L. it N. sixty. All over thirty-five
miles, we are to have thirty per cent.
the L. a N. seventy."
"Hoe this proposition been approved
by the directors, Judge ?"
I cannot say it has. It has been ap-
proved by the president and vice presi-
dent and Is subject to the approval of
the directors.
COL. "HARTY'S PROPOSITION.
Just after the Tate defalcation and in
fact quite often since, the Owensboro
Messenger has demanded of Col. Ii. M.
McCarty, a well-known journalist of
this state and now connected with the
Jessamine Journal, his consent to pub-
fish the correspondence between him-
self end the editor of the Messenger,
claiming that there was in it evidence
that Col. McCarty knew of Tate'e crook-
edness a long while ago, and that he so
stated in his letters. The matter has
taken such a turn that Cul. McCarty
has submitted the following proposi-
tion through the Covington Common-
wealth:
NICHOLAsViLLE, KY., May 4, 1888.
Editor Commonwealth:
DRAR SiR:-1 thank you for your
kindly dissent from the very unfavor-
able opinion entertained (or expressed)
of me by our erratic conteuiporary ot the
Owensboro Messenger.
1 assure you that, so far as I am con-
cerned, there will be no ''descending to
personalities." iii an editorial career,
Oil and on, of 44 years, 1 have never in-
dulged in that line of journalism-and
I sin gratified to be able to say that in
all my life experience of 65 years the
Owensboro Messenger is the only paper
or person that ever to my knowledge
questioned my veracity or doubted my
integrity.
So persistently has the Messenger
either covertly or directly, endeavored
to impress the public that there was a
correspondence which would in some
manner compromise we if brought to
light, that some good men like yourself
have thought that, although the letters
"are fast becoming ancient history,
there can be no good reason for not
making them public." I see the reason-
ableness of that view. At the same
time it may suggest itself to a candid
mind that a gentleman may fear no in-
jury to hit reputation, and yet have a
repugnancy to having published in the
newspapers, private letters written
years before, thrown oft in the haste of
official duties, hurriedly conceived and
carelessly expressed-in tact, letters
written in all the confidence of presumed
friendship, without retaining copies, as
he could riot conceive that the friend to
whom he was writing would in time
desire to use those letters in an un-
friendly spirit.
But while it might be distasteful to
me to have private letters (which I have
not seen for years) paraded for public
criticism in the newspapers of the
country, I will be sincerely gratified if
the editors of the Messenger will gather
up all the letters I ever wrote to any of
themselves or others, bring them to the
coming State Press convention-have
them submitted to a committee, the com-
mittee to be appointed to suit the
Messenger folks-and let that committee
decide as to the correctness or incorrect-
ness ;as 1 choose not to use the terms
truth or falsity) of the Messenger's per-
sistent charges against we. Let that
committee, or the whole convention,
if desired, read every paragraph, every
line and every word In all those letters,
and If they can find evidence to convict
me of untruth or insincerity, Or any-
thin unbecoming an old-time journalist
and a Kentucky gentleman, 1 will go
out from among them, exclaiming as I





In discussing the ways and means of
building a road from this point to COU-
nect with the I. A. A. T. attGracey or
some other convenient polut, the NEW
ERA finds that there is opposition on the
part of a few to considering the matter
at all if tile Louisville A Nashville road
is to have anything to do with it. This
opposition is due, of course, to predju-
dice. While we do not intend to say
that the citizens of this town and coun-
ty have no cause for this, still is It al-
ways best to let prejudice interfere
with business matters? It is well-
known that there is no love lost between
this corporation and the New Etta, but
while that is the case the New Etta
would not be willing through any pred-
judice it might entertain to tight a
scheme it believed would redound to the
good of our city simply for the sake of
prejudice. In other words it believes
in business first and sentiment after-
ward.
The L. & N., like all other roads Is
run simply for money. Corporations
are all soulless for that matter. If the
Illinois Central, Chesapeake & Ohio or
any other road had us in the same box
that the L. A, N. has, we would have the
same complaint to make-robbery.
The New ERA is free to acknowledge
that it would rather see a branch line to
Gracey and Cadiz built through other
means than the L. A, N., but if it can't
be then the best plan is to let them build
It. Our future demands a rosd to or
through that section of the country;
some one must build that road; it takes
money and experience to build It; and
If we won't build It ourselves then we
ought to get some one to do it for us.
Those people who are so bitter against
the L. A N. and who oppose any pro-
ject In which the corporation le inter-
ested should first look well over the
ground and see if they are not by that
opposition damaging our own future.
The New ERA wants that road built;
if Hopkinsville can't build it, then we
are willing somebody else should. This
plan of cutting off one's own nose to
spite one's face, isn't at all profitable.
The people of this county have had
much to complain of in their relations
with the L. tt N. Their condition will
not be improved by sitting still and
growling; nor will it be bettered by
cursing the road and Its officials. 'the
New Etta is brought to look at the
matter in this light by the circumstan-
ces which surround us, by the outlook
as regards other roads coming here.
this is offered as a dernier ressort, and not
as picking choice.
To the business sense of the communi-
ty this appeal is made; lay aside preju-
dice one moment and look the matter
square in the face and see if you do not
think this plan is better than no plan.
As heretofore mentioned the L. A N.
would have good reason to favor us
over Clarksville on account of competi-
tion at that point. Tide and other
points will be discussed fully later oil.
- -
Handsome Thing for the Boys.
Capt. E. Gray Lewis is in receipt of
the following from Jno. C. Latham, of
New York:
New YORK, May 10th, 188,e.
Cm. E. GRAY LEWIS,
Coninaanding the Lathatu Light Guards,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Dean SIR :-Your letter of the 8th
inst. hae just reached we. Herewith I
have the pleasure to hand you my check
for $200, to aid in your preparation for
the competitive drill at Nantiv;Ile. 1
sincerely hope that your company may
win the prize, if not, that you will make
a creditable Allowing towards that end'
In other words don't come out at the
bottom of the
You have but a very short time now
to make your preparation.' and get in
shape. have your uniforms and muskets
as bright as a dollar; between now and
May 21st drill your men down to the
last notch and when you go on the field
don't have any dickering or nervous-
ness.
If any One of your soldiers is deficient
leave him at hoine-take only the good
and true men who have nerve and can
stand up under such an ordeal as the
company must pass through.
I note the roster of your company and
while some of the names are familiar to
me, I am confident that I do not know a
single man in your company, because
they have grown to manhood [Owe I left
Kentucky in IS169 and I have never had
the pleasure of meeting them during any
of my hasty
I feel a great interest in them however,
and want them to succeed in any un-
dertaking in which they may engage.
Your friend very truly,
Jiro. C. LATHAM, J R.
The amount was immediately for-
warded by the company for helmets
which will arrive before their departure
for Nashville. The boys are grateful to
Mr. Latham, not only for the kind do-
nation, but for the Interest he manifests
In their welfare, and the New ERA wants
to say that the Latham Ligh: Guards are
worthy of their noble patron.
Marriage







Dick Willie to l'Ina Ratcliffe.
Frank Lewis to Lizzie Dickerson.
J. Fowler to Eliza Galbreath.
Pe-ru-na has undoubtedly cured more
cases of consumption than all the other
remedies put together.
THE LEXINUTON CONVENTION.
McKenzie, Wattervion, Hendrick amid
Harris Elected Delecates at Large.
Thu convention met for temporary or-
ganization plotuptly at 1 o'clock, Wed-
nesday, Hon. E. l'olk Johnson, of
Louisville, being chosen temporary
chairman without opposition. Chair-
man Sharp, of the central committee,
called the convention to order and re-
cognized Hon. Wilbur F. Browder, of
Russellville, who in a neat, well-spoken
speech, nominated Col. Johnson. James
E. Stone, of Breckenridge, was made
secretary, and Clarence K. Egbert, of
Frankfort, aid R. O'Mohoney, Henry
Glenn, and the Democratic press rep-
resentatives were chosen,assistanta.
Chairman Johnson named the follow-
ing gentlemen in confliction with those
named by the district delegations as
Committeemen:
On resolutions--Wilbur F. Browder,
J. Procter Knott; Permanent organi-
zation-Matt. Walton, Lexington; Chas.
R. Long, Louleville; Credentials--Wil-
more Kendall, of Morgan; William
Goebel, of Covington.
Capt. Bart Jenkins and Col. Bob Ty-
ler were made sargeants-at-arms. A
call of the districts was ordered on mo-
tion of Mr. Sherley, in order that the
names of the vice-presidents aud com-
mitteemen might be handed in.
At the close of the tiall.of the diatrlots,
the conventio,n took a recast' till 4
o'clock.
After the recess the convention was
again called to order. The following
special will show the reeult:
Special to the New Ems:
LOUISVILLE, KY ,May 17 -McKenele,
Watterson, Hendrick and John D. Har-
ris elected delegates-at-large last night.
Claud K. Thomas, of Bourbon, and
John S. Rhea, of Logan, state electors.
R. W. Henry, district elector for Sec-
ond district.
PRYOR FOR •PPIELLATIS JUDGE.
The appellate convention for the Sec-
ond district met at the court-house
Wedneiseay morning at 11 o'clock.
There was a full attendance of delegates
and a large concourse of spectators in
attendance. lion. D. L. Thornton, of
Versailles, was called to the chair and
accepted It In a well timed and instruc-
tive address. Lieutenant Gov. Bryan,
in a few well (Amen remarks, nomina-
ted 'William S. Pryor, the present in-
cumbent, and he was unanimously nom-
inated.
The Chicago aid Dulf.
Col. A. V. Townes, engineer in
charge of the Kentucky division of the
contemplated Chicago & Gulf railroad,
Is is receipt of a letter from headquar-
ters which justifies him in making the
following statement:
"'the president of our ChIcag• road
was necesserily called away from tile of-
fice for a few days and could not get our
communication in time, as we are in-
formed by the secretary of the company,
to make a statement for publication in
your paper this week. He, however,
wishes to state that we are in the ring,
and in the near future will make the cit-
izens of Union, Webster, Hopkins, and
Christian counties, a definite proposi-
tion to build them the Kentucky divis-
ion of what is now known as the Chica-
go & Gulf system of railroads, which
will furnish the needed competition for
our business community.
We have lately obtained from our
legislature ail the authority essential,
amid In a very short time will be able to
give the public In the counties above
mentioned an opportunity to become in-
terested in the building and operation
of one of the grandest north and south
railroads on the continent, which will
connect the lakes and gulf on the short-
est practical line that can be built, and
which will be pledged to give our por-
tion of this state all the facilities for
traffic, which will allow the use of en-
terprise and capital in developing our
many and varied natural resources in
coal, iron, lumber, and many other
things.
You may state that the syndicate are
now, as we are informed, completing
their arrangements to come to us. That
Hopkinsville being the central point be-
tween the lakes and gulf, will he the
base of operation at least for this state.
We are assured that as soon is their sr-
ratigements are completed they
will conic prepared for active
work, and that when they come
it will be to slay. All
that is needed for the ,peoplu to do is to
exercise patience; for it takes • great
deal of time to secure the large amount
of money needed to start and complete
such a great enterprise. Therefo.-e,
hope the people in discussing other
meritorious enterprises which are now
before them will not lose eight of the
one which we think will be of untold
benefit to them.
Tobacco News.
The market was steady this week
with an upward tendency. All grades
brought good prices. Good leaf was In
demand. But little fine leaf was of-
fered.
Sales by ilanbery A Shryer of 30
hhde. as follows: •
12 hhds. good leaf from $12 25 to 975.
9 Wide. common leaf $800 to 7 25.
9 hihids. lugs from $7 50 to 4 25.
Market irregular.
Hancock, Fraser lit Ragsdale sold this
week 87 litids. as follows:
57 hhda. medium to good leaf, $11 75,
1875, 11 75, 11 50, 10 00, 12, 50, 1275,
11 50, 10 50, 1000, 9 00, 9 00, 9 70, 9 00,
9 50, 9 70, 9 60, 9 95, 9 80, 900, 9 10,
950, 930, 920, 9 30, 9 75, 9 60, 930,
950, 950, 800, 8 75, 50, 8 70, 860,
850, 825, 800, 8 90, 8 30, 8 25, 800,
8 90, 805, 8 00, 8 20, 8 00, 8 25, 8 30,
800, 825, 810, 8 50, 8 00, 8 50.
15 hhde, common leaf, $7 00 to 8 00.
15 Mule. lugs, $500 to 7 50.
Sales by Gant it Gaither Co. of 71
litide. as follows:
25 tnitle. medium leaf, $8 50 to 1200.
10 common leaf, $6 50 to 8 00.
12 " lugs, $4 50 to 6 50.
24 " old leaf, $650 to 1000.
Bicycle Notes,
Tom Dade, F. C. McCarron, Jim.
Henderson, Guy Duncan, Walter Blythe
Walter Cox and Jack Tobin, rode their
wheels to the basket meeting at Shiloh
Sunday.
The boys feel confident that there will
be no complaint made of their slighting
the dinner as the club has imposed
very heavy tine On any member ref tieing
such hospitalities.
McCarron and Dade collided on their
way to church, which terminated hi a
couple of very graceful headers.
McCarron and Dade on their return
from Shiloh rode tine miles in sixteen
minutes. This is the best time ever
made in Kentucky on rough roads.
McCarron rode a 51 inch Victor, Dade
a 58 inch Victor.
The club will fit up elegant apartments
for its own use in a few weeks.
A Seseea Falls N. V. Blacksmith Hits
the Nail.
We stated that a resident of Seneca
Falls, N. Y., held a ticket which won
the second capital prize of $100,000 in
the March drawing ot The Louisiana
State Lottery, and which entitled the
holder to the sum of 0,000. We have
since learned that one-tenth of the ticket,
No. 60,675, was purchased by Bernard
Kirk of the firm of Kirk Bros. of this
village, mid that he bad $10,000 by the
Investment of two dollars.-Seneca Fails
(N. Y.) Reveille, Mart, 30
And Hereby Hangs a Tale.
To look upon thy ruby lips
And ne'er their sweetness taste:
If tarnishing on arid wrote
With green oasis full in sight
Where rippling brooklet clear and sweet
Made music for the fairy feet
Of woodland nymph and water sprite,
.ould thirsty tray'ler pause to think
"I WWI& not enter, dire not drink"!
'Twere life that bleeped spot to retiolii
'Twere deollt to look and long.
And thus iloth reason plainly teach
To kiss thee can't be wrong.
Empire Notes.
Emetics, KY., May 16.-Mrs. J. II.
Carsey, of Nortonsville, Was visiting
here last week.
Miss Bettie Parker, of Matinington,
spent last week here visiting Misers
Murphey and Armstrong.
Epq. Armstrong has been on the Kick
list for the past three days. his many
friends hope for his early recovery.
Citizens oh this place are still
solid for prohibition by a large niejority
next time.
Bradley Croft, Jr„ took in the drew;
tut week with his beet girl.
Henry Vaught, formerly of this place,
has accepted the position of "cranking' 
for the L. elt N. on the local.
The following officers were elected at
the regular town election last Saturday :
police judge, Thos. D. Roberts; mar-
shal, Jno. It. Cansier; trustees, D. C.
Hallifield, G. W. Armstrong, John
Murphy, Win. Wiggins, W. C. Samples,
John Pollard and A. V. Rutland.
Mr. A. L. Marshall, of Erin, Tenn.,
formerly of title place, was here last
week visiting nub ( roue friends.
Mr. Rufus Leaget is clerking for the
Empire Coal Company at this place.
His many friends wish him the best of
success.
Mr. Frank Davis who has been quite
sick for several weeks is able to be out
again.
John Pollard is looking for the per-
son who tied the tin can with rocks and
a split stick to his fine setter's tall last
week. John looks very savage when he
talks about it. Look out boys!
Mr. Moses West, candidate for sheriff,
was here to-day circulating among his
many friends. Moses will get„ many
votes from this section. Dm°.
The Natteasi Clermont Cutter.
Tbere Will be no excuse after this for
any one to wear ill-fitting garments, as
all can learn, and none can afford not to
learn. No child should be without
books and tools when he can use them
at any time; neither should any girl be
deprived of the knowledge of tieing a
needle, nor the methods of cutting her
own clothing. Parente neglect a duty
In ouch matters, and in doing 60, do
their children an unpardonable injury.
The young people of this generation
are not naturally indolent, yet thou-
sands are wasting time and money, arid
not doing their duty to their fellow
kind, and in many cases are drifting in-
to Idleness and crime through a lack of
not learning to make therneelves useful.
Poseurs and others owe it to their coun-
try to see that this thrift should be
checked, and no method will be so effi-
cient as the teaching of useful knowl-
edge.
Go and examine the Garment Cutter
and you will be surprised to see such a
useful article, embracing such a vast
range of work, and yet so simple.
From all parts of the country corns
statements of persons thoroughly com-
petent to judge the value of the cutter,
saying they would not part with it for
many times its cost and consider it fully
as valuable as their sewing machine,
and in many cases it has been the weans
of a livelihood, enabling many hard-
working women to make a good living
and to save money by its use. You
may think you can afford to do without
it, or that you can get along with your
old methods, but that idea is incorrect.
You can't afford to try to work with
amid use antiquated Ideas and tools, and
the age demands, In clothing especially,
that you have the very latest and best
styles hence the urgent need of this
grand work. We can't indorse an ar-
ticle so useful too strongly, and we do
the community a justice in calling their
attention to such things.
Call on Messrs Brodbeit A Sterling
over Williams a Elgin's grocery and
examine the garment cutter.
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPKINSVILLE.
Corrected for each taw by the local dealers.1
AXON.
liamr-Country 13 to 14c
Ilania--ittgar-oured  II to 14c
Shoulders it to IV
Melee It 1011II
IBMS AD IiTuirril
Patent mete 'I 00 to
Choice reiellIg  4 SO to
Plain Vamily  $0 • 4 V/ to
ligaliam Platt? lite .
Rys Ilour I tw ati
Busk wheel Plour ,... ....   4:4 In a
Meal, per bush to
!tummy, per gal 50 10 illi
Grits, per gal .  sil to
LAND
Choir. Leaf . in to
Choice lama, Ws to
COUNTRY Paolit'elt.
Butler, (holes 90 to Ile
Butter, Medium 10 to 160
Chemie 15 to lar
Ertl 111.4
Foathers, Prime   40 k.. Sec
Feathers, Low Oradea 
Urea was  iii.') !se
Tallow 1 Ito Sr
tienseng  $1 50 per lb
Kraut, per gal  si to
Honey 15
Clean Wool   13 to 90
Burry Wool  10 to 13c
Dry Hides 8 to I lc
Green Hides  4 to Sc
billet/ Fat-IT.
Apples 7 to Se
l'eaches, peeled ........ . • . • Ira to lee
Peaches, un peeled 7 to Sc
Ft LLD SLOPS. V
Sapling Clover.. 6 25 to IN
Heil Clover  4 50 to .
Timothy x 00 to
Orchard Grass   1 40 to 1 60
Red Top 75c
Blue Grass  1 00 to 1 26
White Seed Oats  45 to 60
Black Seed Oats  45 to 60
H•Y AND Fain.
Bran, per bush.  11N 10 20
Bolted Meal ... . ..  ell to
Timothylay, per hundred   /SO to
Clover Hay, per hundred ....  Ta to
Mixed 11,4, -•• " ti6 to
Cons
In Ear . 
Shelled  I TO to NO
OATS.
No. 2 Mixed, per bushel ..... . 45 to 50
White, per bushel . .. '....1 . bu to
Poi:LVOV.
Chickens, live, per,dos .....I  I 50 tot Oo
Chickens, dressed, per lb... .1 8 to 10
Ducks. m to 10
Geer. .  I 810 10
Turkeys  8 to 10
Wogsir.
No. 2, Red   7510
Longberry . ... ..... i  75 to
" 8 Wheat 7010
Controlling markets lower on grain and pro-
visions
LOUISVILLE.
"Corrected for every issue from Ills daily pa-
pery of the day before.]
GRAIN* HAT.
W ux A T—t 1 WITS  (110
Longberry Si to
CORN—NO. Smiled  NW
White  Si to
In ear  to 57
0•Te--   37 to so
Rya-No. 2  71 to
HAY—Fancy timothy. •• .• ..... so 0010
Choice  1500 tole 50
Low graded.  17 00 lois Oti
Straw, per ton    6 0010 ..
PROVISIONS.
BACON-Sides
Shot' ders  e to
Brut-roles  7,1 to
*boulders  dPi10
Stili A a-ccase-osses. .  11 to
/shoulders I to
lireskftuit bacon  104 loll
np--Choiee Leaf .. to .
Kegs and Buckets  10 to
Prime:Avant .   6 to
FLoys--Choice palest  5 00 to 5 50
Plain patents ...... 4 TStoi 00
Choice  I 54 to 4 76
Plain fancy . ....... 4 II to
Satre family  I 60 to! 75
buckwheat 0 V, till Sc
Corn meal per hnodred 11ss bolted 1 25 to
COUNTRY ?nutmeg.
uBrraa-tisoice country  Is to 25
Lo es w grad   It to 17
Dairy  37 to le
CH t; Lek-- fancy mutat eimodtterF. toil
Twins  18 Co
Young Americas  iss, to 14
Skim cheese  710 II
Roue-per dos  11 to
161t•titi-
Northern bead Sokol  a 66 to 1 76
T•ttow -per lb 4 to
11xxow•x- per lb_ ..... lo to
risitilli-C twice lams ..... 1 06 to ISO
to, iono-per bbi 1 6 35 to 5 50
PoT•Totit -On arrival, nese. - 1 50 to
Rowell..  3 Solo
Northern Ross ... . 3 50 to
lieauty of liebrese   11 26 to
'turban ks, I 75 14,
Northers Burbanks,„per bu 1 05 to
Scotch Magnums, per sack 2 86 to
Champion 5 50 to 2 SO
LIYE STOCK.
(Reported by S. Ssodgrase 1 Co.. Live Stork
Commission Merchants, Bourbon Stock Yards.
Louis% dlr. Ky, M•y 16, Ice04.-C Ai-mit-The
market Is quiet and little Is doing, mod prices
remain unchanged
Roos-Receipts are light. The market is
steady and unchanged in prices
slicer AND LASSA—The receipts of this class
of stock fair, consisting mostly of spring lambs,
which are selling readily at the quotations
Cattle-Good to extra shipping. 1,400
Iii 1,600 pounds $4 35 to 4 60
Light shipping, 1,300 to 1,400
 86;i10
Po
tiooe to extra oxee





Medium to good butchers
Common to medium butchers
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and
scalawags
hogs, Choice packing and butchers
Fair to good butchers
Light medium butchers 
Shoats, . .
Sheep aud Lambs, Fair to good
*hipping
Common to medium 
Extra lambs
4.teitiaoato saseUtua lambs 
00 to 4 25
60 lo 4 00
50 to 8 26
25 to 3 50
60 to 3 36
50 to 400
26 to 4 50
Ti to 4 26
00 to 3 i16
00 to 2 76
Or to 5 tie
35 to 5 SO
IS to S so
25 to 4 76
50 to 5 00
50 tot 25
60 to l. 00

















1,000 Chamber Sets, 10 Pieces, from $2.75 to $ 75.00
500 Tea " 44 it 4 i 3.00 to 50.00
500 Dinner " 100 l 4 . d 7.50 to 500.00
Do not lose your chance but come at once or order by mail fir-Satialaction guaranteed.

























































































































































































W. HA X'FUN, Vice-Pres.
an
$ 9,000,000.
Life Insurance should require
found below, before taking& policy
I. Are your investments in substantial
securities, that are riot influenced by stock
specub.twes.'
2. Are at least 70 per cent. of your In-
vestments in Real Estate Mortgage Seca-
rities/
3. Do you pay Annual Dividends to
policy hol tem on all classes of policies!
4. Are the Dividends of your Company
Noriforfrinibie/
6. Is your policy absolutely ineontest-
able and isoiteofeitoblit by its own terms?
6. Is your pulley free from restrictions
on resithoice, tram! eat urewenti,ros after
Iwo years trout Its dale?
7. Are the dividends deviated by your
Conipany, applied, lefteinit request front
the ‘14111teti, to keep the policy fe„,,4 govii"
If premium Is not paid on date ti ti,; „„,i
is this stated in the pulley!
IL Does the CHARTRIll Of your Com.
piny STIPULATE that ol.l. Pleuras from
the business shall be PAID TO POLICY
HOLDERS?
9. Are the STOCKII.H.DERS in your
Company (if any) sesutic-reo TO LEGAL
INTEREST ONLY, on their stock?
10. Has your COMpany a good SURPLUS
o. c •..seets OVER liabilities after ELIMIN•T-
1140 MARKET value of stocks and bondi
over e•it value?
11. Is your POLICY CONTRACT and se.
PLICATION FREE FROM CONDITIONS re.
gaoling the renewal notice to be given
policy-ii,dders of dates their premium!
will tall due?
11. Will your Company pay the CAP!'
t' ALUM Of Its policies at ANY TINS, grief
same have been in force three years?
1:1, Will your Company Lose the CASH
%Awe of any policy that hie been in
lures three years To THR sast•man at I]
per cent. when said value Is equal to
$1110, and wallet-I' YORYKITURK of the
policy?
14. When a policy bellOilled a claim
frt)Ill ANY C•USZ, WIII your Company pay
the assured all DIvillItlill •CCCMCLATION8
with the policy?
If you want insurance in a Company that can answer ceatiauivoc•ntx "YES"
to ALL these interrogations, you MUST take it in the WASHINGTON LIFE
INSURANCE CO., or New Your. Smd age ami address for examples to
Dr. W. F..PATTONe
ROSS RODGERS, General Agent for Western Kentucky,
























































The onl \ fine calf lideaudied• Shoe in the
world mails without tacks or n SI le As it. lieh
Slav-awl nil: 
tacks 
era thoseT:aII, cost,: I nv,getir i 
the
 r V.. 
shucking
ing gor 
ht.rt the feet, males them as comfortable and
well-fitting as a hand -sewed shoe Lilly the
best. None genuine unless stamped on bottom
..1* L. Douglas 111 Slim , o *mined."
W. L. MOLGLAS 114 SHOE, the orig-
inal and only hand sewed welt 114 shoe, Which
equals custom-made shoes cost, n ot from $1; to PI,




all Isivs aul Is theAtist school shoe in the
world". ' r-- ,-
All the above goodkjare made in congress,
Button and Lee, and if not ..Mt iv your dealer
write W. 5.. DOIL'ail..as, arockton,
Maas.

















































































































































M. Frankel & Sons,
"Tile ChaMpion Clothiers,"
Have just opened their second purchase of
SPRING CLOTHING,
consisting of fine tailor made suits in Wor-
steds and Cheviotts, English and Scotch
in all the latest style of elegant fitting,
3 and 4-Butten Cutaways, Single





is cut and made by the latest improved meth-
ods, and they are guaranteed to fit as well
as if made by any tailor. We have also





Fine Pongee Silk Coats and Vests,
FINE WORSTED COATS and VESTS,
FINE SERGE COATS and VESTS,
FINE DRABDET'TE FROCK and SACK,
FINE FANCY FLANNELS,
FINE BLACK ALPACAS in Frock and Sack.
The Largest Stock of
White Linen, Corded Pique Linen Vests
Ever seen.
Our line of Summer Goods is too well known to
need much talk. They are the best fitting
goods on the market, and we have all
sizes, for tall and slim, short and
stout; running in sizes for men
from 34 to 52.
The Largest Stock of 
Summer Underwear
in the city at prices that defy legitmate compe-
tition.
New Neckwear
for Summer, just received.
Elegant Flallllol Dins and Windsor Ties.
The Largest Stock of
Fur, Wool and Straw Hats,
and an elegant line of
late style, from $ 1.50 up. •
As an inducement to our patrons and friends,
we will give to every purchaser, for cash,
of a $16.00 suit of clothes, from this
date, an elegant
Nickel Alarm Clock
Remember, we make no extra charge for this,
but merely to show our appreciation of the
elegant trade we are having in our Clothing
department.
Respectfully,
M. Frankel & Son,
Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
May 1, 1888.
H. =SON c3t CO,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsville Warehouse, 11th and:R. R. Sta.
Hopkiniesille, Ky. Keem• and Stables rise Drives. and Team
'Ii, 11.11 .1.
Li, Svc 4,iiitre III a Rubbrr (...al, lad
at lii, atnknd. to hbait iii.ssis Ive. sperastienosot
hardly a better protection Omnia MID
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onte anti ocittu.
Thos. Ferrell. of Howell, was in town Bator
day.
Chas. Anderson is visiting relatives at
Howell.
Mrs M. N. Roach i* visiting in Watertown,
New York.
Joel McPherson spent several days in the city
this week.
Mn. Bettie Vaughn, Fairview, is visiting Mrs.
Roes Rogers.
Mr. R. B. b.ossington, of Clarksville, was in
the city Sunday
Bob Wooldrulga spent,. Sunday with his
father's family.
Jesse Evans and wife, of Howell, spent Tues-
day in the city
Hon. Jas. B troett "pent several .lays in
the city this week.
Dr. Dalin has relented trout an extended
trip through Tessa.
Z. R Hoes and lady, of Bennettstown, spent
Saturday is the city.
Mrs. S. W. Dalton. of Elkton. Is the guest of
her son, (lee. Dalton
Mr, aid Mrs. Tom aherrior, of Beniettstown.
were In taws Tuesday
0. 11. Pike, id the Coolie Telephone,
ftalk.41 as s. We•lormlay.
Mr, r Mewl, awl *Ifit, of Haverty, lel% Itha'.
for Bei Illpriags, Ark,
Will litaketan moat e ,ters id hen's the
later pen a loot week
Mr, Kit dieser aid Lou Ilrafelt, of Beverly,
were la the city slatarday
Mrs. W. H. (Alice left Tuesday otormag to
•oot retauvea ia Louisv ill..
Miss Lizzie Cox, of Newstead, Is visiting
friends and relatives is the city.
Hon R D. Vance. of Henderson, spent
several days Is the city this week.
Clifton Perri-14ot Vanderbilt University. was
in the city Saturday and Sunday.
Alfred Major. of Paducah, spent several days
with relatives in the city this week.
Mrs. E. A. Wilson and daughter, Miss Nannie,
of Howell, spent Tuesday in the city.
Mrs. Wootton and daughter. Miss Mai, of
Longview, spent Thursday in the city.
Kra Dr D. W. Christian left Tuesday morn-
ing for St. Louis to visit her daughters
T. D. Armistead, of Oweimboro, is spending
several days with the family of his father
le. Gee. Campbell, of Corydon. spent sever-
•I days with relatives in the city this week.
Misses Alice and Eva Austin, of Santa Rosa.
Cal., are the guest., of Maj. •nd Mrs J. Fer-
rell.
Miss Laura John ton, of Caledonia, spent
Saturday and Sunday with the Moises Brum-
11.14.
Z. B. Wh it Se1.1 and Hart Caldwell. two prom-
wen young bunter men of Clarksville, took in
the circus.
MISS Irkoreeee Bibb, of Russellville. who has
been visiting Maw Laws Owen, returned home
Saturday.
Mrs A. J. Waller and Mrs. Bailey Waller,
have misread from a visit to relatives in Hart-
ford, Hy.
Mrs. R. W Retry has returned front a pro-
tracted visit to friends and relatives in Fort
Worth,
l'. B. Pendleton and Isaac Garrott. prominent
and isfluential planters of 'Pembroke, were In
the Eity Tuesday.
Frank Itiehardeee, a popular knight of the
formerly a citizen of Pembroke, was in
the city Wednesday.
The Nam Baker. Princeton, who have been
•isitiag Misses Tamale and Nora Rogers. re-
turned home Monday.
Miss Emma Lowell, of Columbia, Tenn., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. James E Scobey, at
South Kentucky College.
Mies Fannie Taylor, of Bennettatown, spent
last week in the city, the guest of her sister,
Mrs W It Thompson. on Ninth street.
Mr. V. R. Harris and wife, of P:rin, Tenn ,
spent a few days laid week in town • siting their
son at Maj. Ferrell's and friends in town.
Miss Kumla Barnes, of Allensville, who has
been the guest of Miss Bessie Burnett
for several days, left Saturday morning for her
home
Bob Buckner, who is studying phonography
at Nashville. spent Saturday and Sunday with
his father's family. He will complete the
course in July.
Miss Lizzie McKie!, who for some tin.e past
has bees the guest of her sister. Mrs
Gsseett, left Sunday evening for her home in
Bowling Green.
Dr Sargeast las returarl from Ciscinnati
where he haw been attending a session of the
American tle.lieal Association, the next meet•
ins of which body will be held one year from
date at Newport, R. I.
Legan—RmsiNgten.
At 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon Mr. Jo-
seph M. Logan, of Fort Worth, Texas,
and Miss Sophie ROSSI r gton, of this city,
were married at Grace Episcopal Church
by Rev. J. W. Venable.
The attendants were Miss Katie
Breathitt and Harry Garner, Miss Katie
Starling and Walker Wood; ushers, Jno.
Burnett and Kit Wyly. 'The church
was beautifully decorated with flowerers
anti was well tilled with people.
The bride wore a traveling dress of
gobelin blue cloth trimmed with moire
antique of a darker shade; bat to match.
Mr. and Mrs, Logan left on the 5 train
for their future home in Fort Worth,
• Texas, where he is connected with tbe
Ft. Worth National Bank.
The Waslelagten. ,few Mirk.
Dr. W. F. Patton, the well-known
insurance man, having resigned his
position with the Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky, has been ap-
pointed general agt for Western Ken-
tucky of the Washington Life Insurance
Company of New York, the advertise-
ment of which appears in this issue.
The fourteen questions affirmatively
answered by the doctor's company seem
to cover the whole ground of life Insur-
ance on the most favorable terms to
policy holders and any other feature of
the business can be learned by inter-
viewing Dr. Patton at his office on Sixth
street back of the Planters Bank. Mr.
Roes Rodgers as "special" is as
*misted with the doctor and what the
two cannot tell you or do for you in their
line 1.11 hardly worth knowing or having
dope.
A ;Andel& Cause.
The iSniversalista of this city are
meeting with encouragement in their
effort to raise funds to build a church.
They are zealous and determined.
4 They say they baye been helping to
build up and sustain the yarioue other
ohurches in the city and country around
fpr • number or years, and now feel
that they would like to have a church
of their own, and that they can justly
appeal to all good people to aid them.
Their purpose is not to interfere with
or lejure in any sense, the other Chris-
1411P ttan denominations of this community,
but LO aid iii epreading abroad the teach-
ings of Christ; in coldvating a strong-
er brotherly feeling tor their Miiew-
man, and in urging the certainty of
punishment either In this life or the
life to come, for *eery sin committed
and the sure reward fur every good and
righteous act. Let everyone who Is will-
ing to assist in the building up of a
good cause put in his mite, no matter
how small, it will be appreciated. 'Ihe
Kentucky state Convention of Cniver-
senate meets with the Dawson church
to-morrow at 10 o'clock. Several min-
a isters from a distance are expected.
The delegates from the Hopkiusville
church together with several other
members, will leave for that place to-
day. A joyous and prodtable time le
an • •
tintrit gonteiltiva.
Army worms have appeared in some
portions of the county.
Maj. Jno. P. Campbell id very ill at
his home on South Main St.
The festive mosquito will present his
bill in due time. Don't give hint out.
Several parties from this city attended
the basket meeting at Shiloh, Sunday.
Jute Morgan, an experienced black-
smith, has opened a shop at Caekey.
Mr. Jno. Willis,of rembroke, lett Sun-
day night for Thereon where his wile is
quite sick.
W. S. Johnson was chosen president
of the pill mixer's association at its
meeting in Henderson last week.
Several families in the city have had
strawberries, gathered from their own
garden. 'they have been on the
market for more than a week.
The Universalists State Convention
meets Friday the 1Sth, and holds over
Sunday. A large attendaeee is expected.
Rev. S. F. Gibbs, of this city will attend.
Four parties were arrested Thursday
for drunken and disorderly conduct.
The names are withheld owing to the
respect which the N w ERA entertaies
for their connections.
Elkton Progress: Mr. Forbes, of
Hopkinsville, was in town Tuesday
"feeling around" with a view to locating
S planing mill here. We say to him
come right along.
Hon. Jas. A. McKenzie delivered the
welcoming address to the visiting
Knights Templar at Clarksville Tues-
day. It was trifle of his masterly efforts
and is highly spoken or.
The plans for the government build-
ing to be erectet1 at Owensboro are be-
ing rapidly prepared, and it Is thought
that work will be commenced by the
latter part of the summer.
The cue of Steve Young eliargeti
with obtaining money tinder false pre-
tenees eantesip for trial before ;ledge
Winfrey, Saturday. Young Vine
10110illi in three niontite hard labor with
the work.hotise gang.
Twin peitelied are alnindent this year.
Mr. J. T. Mukalla brought to this °Moe
a few days ago some specimene from hie
orchard in the suburbe. There were
from seven to ten on a branch and from
two to five peaches from one bud.
Breckenridge News: It id bruited
ie society circles in Louisville that Sen-
ator Beck will be married this mummer
to Mrs. Henderson, daughter of Dr.
Yandell, of Louisville. The prospec-
tive bride has a fortune estimated at
$400,000.
The case of Jane Bowling vs. the L.
st N. railroad, set for trial Monday
morning in the court of common pleas,
being similar in nature to the one fol-
lowing, in which Judge McPherson is
intereeted, a special judge was asked
for. The honor was conferred upon
Judge Landes.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf: J. S.
Moore, the well known dealer in guns
and cutlery, made an assignment several
days ago fur the benefit of his creditors.
Thie Was a surprise to the community,
because he was thought to have a good
business and to be doing well. He at-
tributes his failure to want of business
in his line, which has been exceedingly
dull the past season.
Sam Dunlap, a negro boy about elev-
en years of age, living near Lafayette,
was instantly killed Friday evening by
the discharge of an old shotgun which he
was handlieg. The load entered the
left side of the head litterally blowing
cut the brains of the unfortunate boy.
A coroner's jury was soon upon the
scene of the tragedy and returned a ver-
dict in accordance with the above state-
ment.
A negro woman named Mollie Met-
calf was before the city court Friday
afternoon charged with unmercifully
whipping her little daughter about six
years old. Notwithstanding the proof
showed that she tied the child to a fence
with a rope and beat her cruelly and
barbarously, the jury cleared ler. The
inhuman mother 'deserves the same
treatment at the hand, of the law. The
child's back was bruised and lacerated
in a frightful manner.
An elegant dance was enjoyed by the
young people, Wednesday evening at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Camp-
bell on Seventh street. The following
is a list of the ladies and gentlemen in
attendance: Harry Bryan and Miss
McN iel, J. E. Cooper and Miss Barnes,
Walter Campbell, Alex C.,x and Miss
Steinliagen, Harry Ware and Miss Mai
Fuqua, Harry Tandy and Miss E la
Pierce, Oswald Steinhagen and M idS
Julie Venable, Archie Bowles and Miss
Carrie Crenshaw.
Sheriff Boyd returned Thursday ev-
ening from Fulton, Ky., with Jack
Sullivan In custody, having received a
telegram from the marshal of that city,
stating that Jack had been arrested.
Sullivan is wanted here to answer an
indictment charging him with grand
larceny committed two years ago. He
was arrested and placed in Christian
county jail it will be remembered, but
not finding his quarters provided with
the luxuries of life he broke jail and has
been at large until arrested several
days ago by the marshal of Fulton. The
chances for Jack serving the state for a
term of years are exceedingly datter-
trig.
Thursday afternoon a group of gentle-
men were standing on the street corner
engaged in a social conversation. The
subject of burglars came up. Several of
the party told anecdotes illustrating the
skill of the american burglar. "yes,"
said a young deciple of Blackstone, "the
anierican burglar is the most artistic and
accomplished thief in the world. Sever-
al nighta ago I came in front the country
rather late, and retired with my shirt
on. Sometime during the course of the
night a burglar found his way into my
apartments and while 1 was sleeping the
sleep of the just, deliberately, and with
malice aforethought, appropriated my
shirt. A bran-new shirt, with a plaited
bosom.
Cadiz Telephone: We have stead-
fastly held up for the 0. V. railroad all
the while, but we must confess that we
are groping In tilt dark slough of die.
pair on the account of the failure, so far,
of the aforesaid company to some to
time. Judge Landes, Capt. Townes,
can you do something? 'rime is on the
wing, and old crimp will soon catch us
again in the mud and in the middle
of a very bad ffx.
The .icbo issued a supplement Ohs
week to which we call the especial at-
tention of every reader of the paper.
Long before Oily question of a continus
ation of the rallati commission was
brought before the legialature the Ificho
declared Itself in favor af its abolieh-
ment.—Muhlenberg gcho.
The Kelm has plenty of gall, to say
the least. The supplement it "honied"
was printed in Louisville ia the Courier.
Journal office and sent out by the L. tt
N. literary bureau, but it seems that
this does not wake any difference to the
Moho .
itev. 74. L. Powell arrived in the city
Monday morning, lie will conduct a
revival at the Christian church. Mr.
Powell is well and favorably known here
having been pastor of the Christian
church of this city for some time. He
Is a young man of splendid ability anti
Inherits those great oratorical powers
which have placed him among the lead-
ing lights of his church. He Is earnest,
eloquent and impressive. His deliveuy
is graceful, easy and smooth, his bear-
ing In keeping. His reasoning is powes-
ful, logical, hut psesented so naturally
that the most simple is never lost in its
depth, and one's interest is chained by
the power of his eloquence to his theme.
A. D. Hicks is quite sick.
Shoe drummers are doing the town.
Go to A. G. linsh for boots anti shoes
and save money.
The Elkton train is now run into
Clarksville daily.
Twenty couples front this city spent
Sunday at Pilot Rock.
The recent cold weather has slightly
chilled the taste for ice cream.
The Crescent Mills' new warehouse
and business office is rapidly nearing
completion.
A post-office hae been established at
Juliet:, Christian county, Ky., and Sam-
uel R. White commissioned postmaster.
A slight frost fell Monday night. A
farmer from south C:tristian informed
us that the fruit crop is not damaged In
his section.
An effort will be made at the next
meeting of the the board of directors of
the Clarksville Turnpike to reduce the
rate of toll.
The Biumenstiel Carriage Company
is building a handsome addition to its
factory. Their work has outgrown
their facilities.
Forbes & Bro., have sold at this early
stage of the season thirteen threshers.
They were purchased by farmer); In
Christian and Trigg counties.
The entertainment by Miss Lillian
Leavell'a music class and the young
ladies of the Methodist church will be
Tuesday evening, May 22nd.
The Robert Burns Wilson Circle hav-
ing finished the required reading for
this year except the June Chautauqua,
has adjourned for the summer.
Henry Drexler's new brick business
house at the corner of Virginia and Sixth
Streets will be completed in a few days.
It will be a handsome addition to that
portion of the city.
Geo. Caron, one of the clowns of Sells
Bros' circus, has beet1 eit•k at the Ploy-
nix Hotel since Thursday. Ile will
leave to join HIP circus 55 sonti as he has
ottMelently reenverrel.
Mark Stull, pui aged inmate of the
Asylum, made his escape Montlaystiorii•
iiig alanit eleven o'clock, alitl to still at,
largo, He had been permitted the lib.
erty of the grounds for some time before
his took advantage of the opportunity to
escape.
Livy Buckner has at last finialted his
mineral well. If has been cleaned out,
made deeper and a bash) of solid rock
constructed at the bottom. The cha-
lybeate water is now separated by terra
cotta piping. The work has been quite
expensive but Livy feels well repaid.
Many of those who attended the
Booth-Barrett engagement in Louisville
returned very much disappointed. They
say it was impossible to hear at all a
little distance from the stage. One or
two who held season tickets returned
after the first performance, thoroughly
disgusted.
Next Sundey, May 20th will, be chil-
drens' day at the Methodist church.
The children will occupy the front seats
in the morning service. Programs wil
be distributed in the Sunday-school.
At night there will be songs and re-
sponsive readings by the children. Sy-
erybotly invited.
Clarksville Chronicle: Hon. Jas. A.
McKenzie, who made the welcome ad-
dress to ttie visiting knights Tuesday
night, was in his most happy mood.
His speech was full of wit, humor and
pathos; paying a glowing compliment
to Clarksville's hospitality, beautiful la-
dies, and brave men, and said many
other pretty things.
Pembroke Criterion: Rev. Dr. Gill,
pastor of the new Cumberland Presbyte-
rian church, will start on a trip across
the ocean in a few days, on a visit to
England, to be present at a conference
of the World's Alliance. Rev. Dr. Gill
Is an able preacher, very much appreci-
ated by his congregation, and he will be
received on hi, return home in the fall
with a joyous welcome.
The Chautauqua circles at their last
meeting extended a unanimous vote of
thanks to the editors of the New ERA
end South Kentuckian for kindnesses
and courteeies shown them in connec-
tion with the C. L. S. C. lecture course.
A vote of thanks was also extended to
the officers of the Christian, Baptist and
Methodist churches for the use of their
respective churches.
NORA C. ST•RK, Sec.
A change in the time table on the
Henderson division went into effect
Sunday. The traveling public will take
notice and govern themselves according-
ly. The north boo ml passenger former-
ly due at 9:55 now arrives at 9:17.
The north bound express formerly due
at 10:7 p. in. is now due at 10.
Early morning south bound passenger
formerly due at 4:50 is now due at
4:55. The Hopitinsville accomodation
now leaves at 6:20 instead of 6:25 as
heretofore. The south bound evening
train now arrives at 5:10 instead of 5:15
connection at Nortonville and Guthrie
is not affected by this change.
"how is business?" asked a New Efts
man of Mr. Hille, manager of the Met-
calfe Manufacturing Company. "We
have all we can do and more," replied
Mr. Hille. "We are unable to keep up
with our orders. The force had recent-
ly been largely increased, but still we
are not able to keep up. We have just
closed a cootract with C. V. Nolan tor
an iron-front fur his new briek business
house now being erected on Seventh
street, and we are negotiating with par-
ties in Cadiz for several similar con-
tracts. Yes, sir, business is all right In
our line.''
The case of W. C. West vs. Jno.
Cavanaugh, jr., a suit for 41,000 dam-
ages for assault and battery, was de-
cided in the court of common pleas
Monday morning. In September of last
year West was teaching a school of
which Cavanaugh was a pupil. Some
trouble arose and West was expelled.
After Ode he returned and as shown by
the evidence opened a quarrel and at-
tacked the teacher, beating him very
badly. At a trial before Squire Powers,
Cavanaugh was tined $25 and cost for
breach of peace, and then West brought
suit for damages. The jury after be-
ing out for some hours awarded defend-
ant $235 damages.
The Latham Light Guard, are making
every preparation for their Nashville
trip. Officers and privates are nianIfeet-
ing great Interest in their work. The
boys realizing that practice alone
makes perfect are drilling two hours
each night, and before the 21st, will
have thoroughly mastered the taut
difficult movernente in She tectice. They
are looking forward with np little
pleasure to the Nashville encampment
and don't propose to come home wilt-
out a prise. They are now camping
at the armory and drilling an hum' be-
fore breakfast each morning In the
platoon movements. Tbere may be
better drilled companies at Nashville
but there will be none more worthy of
respect than the Latham Light Guards.
Geo. W. tiryaiit, a farmer living near
fielleview, quietly disposed of his
effects last week and departed,
leaving behind him a numerous host of
di 
It is thought that he real-
cizre ftorortsn. the sale of his crops, stock,
wagons, tools, etc., about $3,000. Ills
liabilitlee did not egoeed $1,000. His
creditors were pushing Wm hard and
several suits were pending against him
in the common pleas court. He was,
until recently, a man of good standing
In the community, lie was a bechelor
about forty-lye years Of Rio. His prin-
cipal creditors are McGehee,* merchant
of Bellview ; John Moayan, of this city,
anti the Bank of Hopkinsville. He
purchased a ticket from this point to
St. Louis.
The concert at the Methodist ohurch
Tuesday will be a musical treat.
W. T. Radford has been making im-
provements on his handsome residence
recently.
E. W. Henderson is building a hand-
some addition to his residence on South
Main street.
Mr. J. D. Russell is repainting and
otherwise improving his residence on
South Main.
Col. Al. Clark returned Monday night
from a professional trip to Nashville.
The Col. while there looked in on the
convention of the unterritied.
Liddie Edmunds and Kittle Rice, two
beligerant damsels of eolor, were fined
$5 before the city court Tuesday morn-
ing for insulting each other on the
street.
Kee McKee and Pooley Rees have
opened a hardware store at Cadiz. The
former gentleman will conduct the es-
tablishment, Mr. Rees retaining hie po-
sition with Mr. Chu Thompson.
The game of ball between the colored
clubs of Nashville and Hopkineville
was not played to a finish Tuesday eve-
ning owing to the rain. Two innings
wet e played and the score stood 1 to 1.
Wm. Sellers, an experienced work-
man, will open a bed-spring factory in
the frame building on Seventh street,
formerly occupied by Davis as a shoe-
shop. He will no doubt find a ready
sale for his goods.
Nearly all of the farmers were enabled
to plant some tobacco during the recent
season. The thirsty earth drank up the
moisture so quick that the effect soon
disappeared, and now a good rain is as
badly needed as before.
Clarksville Tobaceo Leaf: Bober
Tomlin, the six-year-old son of Trustee
Mullin, of Cheatham county, while
fishing with a party of older boys in a
creek near Ashland ('Ity, last Friday
was accidentally drowned.
Next Sunday efteritoon i12 :30 o'clock
stills Virginia Street Colored Haptie
church, tile order ni Dorsi Samaritans
will have their animal minim, by Rev,
Ueil, Loving, of Roseallville. Members
of the order will Illetit at the lodge roma
at 1 o'clock sharp,
The New Ras has received a "'mason
complimentary" to the Interstate Com-
petitive Drill and Military Encampment
at Nashville on the 21st and 2601 lusts
Inclusive. It will be a great event—anti
greater still to us when the Latham
Light Guards shall have brought away
the first prize.
Clarksville Democrat: Our Kennedy
correspondent has discovered and aged
colored woman, Aunt Hanna Leave',
who lives in Christian county, Ky., who
is 111 years old, was a servant of Gen.
Jackson, and has been living with Mr.
Tip Leavel eighty years. She is the
mother and grandmother of t so hun-
dred children.
Mr. Chita. Thompson has recently
placed in his hardware store an aquatic
museum. A large tank made of plate
glass is filled with water; gravel, moss
and rock are at the bottom, In order to
make the inmates of this novel estab-
lishment feel perfectly at home. Mr.
Thompson has already an interesting
collection of fish, serpents, tadpoles, etc.
He proposes to get a specimen of all the
monsters of the deep.
McElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale

















The case of Ed Robinson's adminis-
trators against the L. & N. railroad, has
been occupying the common pleas court
during the whole of this week. Robin-
eon was killed by a freight train in Sep-
tember 1580. The administrators bring
suit for $10,000, alleging that it was
through criminal negligence on the part
of the agents of the company. The
case is being bitterly contested by the
attorneys on both miles. It will be giv-
en to the jury to-day.
Bowling Green Times: Capt. Gray
Lewis, of the Latham Light Guards, of
Hopkinsville, was In the city yesterday.
He informed a Times man that the Hop-
kineville boys were enthusiastic over
the coming Nashville drill and were
very ahttioue to make a line showing
there. The company drills every night
and is doing good work. The Times
man wishes the Latham Light Guards
success, and will be on the drill grounds
at Nashville to see them win the first
prize.
A prominent membes of the bar is
making extensive improvements on his
premises on South Main street. The
house is being repainted this week,
next week he proposes to white-wash
the fence and the week following he
will have the grass mowed in the front
yard. He was seen 14 clue consulta-
tion with a furniture dealer this week,
and a reporter happening to pass by
heard him any, "tie sere to send them
up before the — ofJune.
Lovers of poetry have a pleasant sum-
mer day's reading offered them in liar-
per's Magseine for June. An enumer-
ation of titles, of course, gives no idea o
the verses; but the name of the poets
will mean something. Mrs. Comyne
Carr contributes "Twilight;" Charles
W. Coleman, "June Cornetil ;" and T.
B. Aldrich, "llatyuelika." The old
story of "Liartiara Allen's Cruelty" is
illustrated by E. A. Abbey in several
full pages of delicate sketches, and
Alfred Parsons lllt.wines Wordsworth's
sonnet, "Life with you Lambs," in his
charming style.
Mrs. Morris K. Clark, of Clarksville,
daughter of Mr. Chiles 'I'. Barker, of
this county, le very Ill at the residence
of her father in south Christian.
Since the above was written Mrs.
Clark has passed away. She had been
a wife but one year. A few days before
her death no shadow appeared to ob-
scure tin; sunshine of her perfect happi-
ness. flh wa only twenty-two years
of age. iihie had frequently visited
HopkinevIlle, and by her gentle and
lovely disposition won a host of friends,
who deeply regret her premature loss.
To Mr. Clark and the family of the de-




If you want a first class suit of clothes
go to
GORMAN'
for good fits, fine trimmings and well
made clothes; he cannot be surpassed
anywhere. A choice stock of foreign
and domestic suiting. and trousering to
select from and prices reasonable. He
does strictly first-class tailoring and the




No, 11 Seventh Street.
White Goods, Cream Goods, Tinted
Goods, Sombre Shades, Combinations
etc., at Shyer's Corser,
PREFERRED LOOAIAS.
Buckner Leavell to the Front'
With the pleasing announcement that
he hiss just received another large lot of
handsome Stationery, by far the largest
and most elegant ever brought to this
market.
Our stock of Artists Material is com-
plete. 'rube Paint, Brushes, Crayon
Paper, 'Freeing Paper, Impression
Paper, etc. BUCKNER LEA YELL.
Our Millinery Department is still in
full blast, notwithstanding the immense
trade we have had. New Stylish Shapes
added daily, also complete lines of Rib-
bons and Flowers still on hand, it will
not pay you to pass us by on this line of
goods this summer. SHYER'S COR.
Our line of Toilet Articles is simply
superb: Soaps from 50cta. per dozen to
75 cts. per cake—Pears's, Luben's Col-
gate's and other leading factories. Our
Perfumery is unsurpassed, as we make
a specialty of this line of good•---Lubin's
Extracts, Colgate's, Paltner'e, Lorene,
Lunberg's and others. Ladies are
especially invited to call and examine.
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
CROWDED OUT.
I regret to inform my many friends
that owing to the extra large invoices of
New Summer Dry Goods received with-
in the last few days, we were forced to
for the present only, to abandon the pop-
ular cheap counter we have been run-
ning so long and with such excellent
success. In fact so rapidly have bargains
been pouring in to us that now our im-
mense double rooms are crowded to their
utmost capacity. Never in the history
of our business career has such; accumu-
lation of bargains been pl iced at our
disposal. We can do it and you can
rest assured we will glve our friends and
customers the full benefit of all we have.
Try us at once. Respectfully,
N. B. SHYER.
Cor. Ninth and Main.
Gents who are fond of a fine Cigar,
would do well to try one of our Pap-
poue, Fanny Davenport, Patti Rosa,
Cuban Six or Ohl Time; they are all





1 will revolve sealed bid until May list,
for one years' supply of good lump coal
for the %%futon Kentucky Lunatic Asy-
lum, to be delivered et the Asylum at
such times and in such quantities as the
Stewart may direct not to exceed 10,000
bushels in any one month. Said coal
must be good lump coal, free from nut,
slack or dirt. 7611se. per bushel, weighed
It Asylum, and settled for monthly by
said weights. I reserve the right to re-
ject any or all bids.
F. L. WALLER, Stewart.
Ancther new line of Ladies Fine Shoes
and Slippers at Shyer's corner.
We have just received
A, Car Load of Fine Furniture
which completes our already large stock
of
FURNITURE
an,. we will guarantee to sell furniture
cheaper than anyone else In the city.
We also GUARANTEE ALL OF
OUR GOODS TO BE JUST AS WE
REPRESENT THEM. If you do not






NO. 10 MAIN ST.
ThOillp0A &
Our stock of McLane and Wood cof-
fins and caskets is complete and fur-
nished day or night.
Novelties in Ladies and Gents Collars,







Best Oriental flour $4 25 per bbl.
"Edwards water" mill meal Was
Choler country hams 121.zets
Cholok sugar cured hams 
Breakfast bacon 
Beet leaf lard in market 
Good N. 0. molasses  33cts
Best green coffee 5 ibis for  $1 00
Church's soda  .5 eta lb
Best 3 lb. can peaches 20ets
" " " blackberries Wets
stringless beans Wets
" marrow fat peas 15cts
"11 lb. can apricots *acts
" Polk canned corn 10ete
One lb can standard baking powder
•  20ets





ltneching in endless variety Fan's




What Does it Mean P
Why, "Spin" Under "Wear,"
or plainly,
Spring Underwear.
—We have it In all—
PRICES and QUALITIES.
Our prices are adjusted to our grades.
Quotation is 11581055!
We Can Suit Your Taste
We can suit your purse
See if we can't!
Bassett & Co.,
"Wreckers of High Prices."
HOPKINs'VILLE, KY.
Men's Straw Hats it) emilees variety.
The largest line of Childrens Straw Hata





John Moayon sells a better
class of goods for the money




are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you
they are good you may bet
on it.
SATINES.
The handsomest line of Fine Satinee
in this city in solid Summer Shades as
well as dark colors, lower than New





Now is the time for
Spring cleaning and
you want to fix up your
home. Call at C. A.
Thompson's and see the
largest and finest stock
of Wall Paper and Win-
dow Shades in the city.
All the new styles,
pretty and cheap, at
ThOMDIOil'S Hardware Store.
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran,
Feed Meal and Ciirien-Feed,
Slap adritcy 012162,
Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 75c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.









ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty





Granite and Marble foments!




We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re-




on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this year.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
ings on the west side of
Elm street. They are
rented to prompt palr-
ing tenants for this
year.
For Rent.
4 cottages on South
Campbell street.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written In
first-class Companies, and prompt at-
tention in cue of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Collie to
see ua if you want anything In our line.
Canis & Co.
Main street. Post-office building.
Young-Aadies !
Do you want a graduating suit? If so do not




where you can find everything you want
suitable for the occasion. Fine Paris Mulls
all shades, fine French Lawns, fine India
Dimity, fine shear all-linen Lawn, Bulgarian
Lawns, Paris de Mull Flouncing, fine Swiss
Drapery, Swiss Flouncing, Mull Panelings,
French Batiste, Batiste Clare, French Organ-
dy, India Linens, cream Henriettas, creara
Bengaline, Albatross Cloths in cream and
white, Sabastapool Cloths in cream and
white, English Serge in cream and white,
Armure Silk in the most delicate tints, Surah
Silk all shades, Moire Silks all shades, Gilt
Braids, Braid., Sets, etc., etc.
Gauze Fans, plain and hand-painted; satin
fans, plain and hand-painted; feather fans,
all colors; 4 satin 4 gauze fans, plain or hand-
painted; fine embroidered handkerchiefs,
silk mitts and gloves, kid gloves, cream and
white satin parasols, plain or lace trimmed;
Moire ribbons, all shades: Moire sash rib-
bons, cashmere shawls, all colors.
Young ladies, don't fail to come and see us.
We will paralize the strongest competion and
demonstrate to the most skeptical that we
have the moral and financial courage to ren-
dia useless any attempts to undersell us.
Word to the Wearers of Black Hattori.
We handle the only absolutely fast black
cotton hose made. We guarantee every pair
to be strictly fast black. If at any time dur-
ing the wearing they should fade or soil the
feet return them, and we will cheerfully re-
fund the money.
FRENCH SATTEENS.
Our stock of Satteens is reduced to rem-
nants of 10 and 12 yards lengths, and we are
determined to close them out at a sacrifice.
25c. per yard will be our price while they last.
Metz Timothy,




A. C. Shyer & Co.,
TEE ?HRH CLOTEEK
Are Showing Styles that cannot and will not be equaled in this city.
30 Styles of Spring Overcoats!
Our assortment of Spring Suits and Pants are the pick of the very best
makes, and on the greater portion of them we control the
sale for the city.
Beautiful Soft Roll Sack Suits,
Elegant 3 and 4 Button Cutaway Frocks,
Light and Dark Colored Pants,
Stylish stripes and checks, stylish in cut. They are beauties. All these
goods are perfect fitting, "par excellence of the tailor's art." No
such line of garments were ever shown in this city.
We will be pleased to show these good whether you are ready to buy or.
not.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Sucoessor to mo. T. Wright.
Glass Corner. Glass Corner.
Boy's Suits in all the popular fabrics, in Sacks and 2 and 4 Button Frocks.
C. T. TOIJNO, President .1011111 W. FAXON, Cashier.
The Fillers' Ell firolk Wog But,
CPZ alaa.rilmaiN711145, rre5xxici..
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. Accounts
solicited of Farmers, Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the United States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly and Carefully Executed.
The 'Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests.
Your Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. I' AON, Cask's
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Still in to Ring.
C. W. DUCKER,
Caniaga Minktco,
Cor. 8th and Virginia Sts.
same o,d
Farmers Bring in You Work





Repairing a Specialty. 1141(10
1114 POWDER
No Profits to lie Divided.
Pricqs Lower Than Ever.
I have oecured the services of H. F.
McCamy, of the late firm of McCaroy,




311th Tear Spring Teens Be
Tuesday, January, 24, 888.
A FULL CORPS OP PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
1 L• gut' •olte-English. Latin, Greek,
French, sad German
2. Settee 1--Mental, Moral. and Physical.
a. Mathematics.
1. Coseimscs-Cornmercial Law, Comma:-
Mal Arithmetic, &nit Rook • keeping.
NO11.11 • L - (Designed. especislly,
few the isatroction of those who expect to teach'
-Theory and Practice of Teaching. Normal
Methods, Graded Schools. Schcol Government.
School Atssaementa, Teacher's Institutes etc.
I. Pa AAAAAA Oar •Xe Pans aitY Ta•DONO-
Readiag. Spelling, Writing, Geography, Arith-
metic, etc.
7. Music awl ART.
8. Two Li  ,t0C t I 11A-Rissay Read
Deelamatios, Recitation sod Debating.
5. Daily Reedisg and Writing exercises for
pupils is All Departments.
114 Wose the College challenge. compariene
with aa loth*, Ind-clam college or echoed
Monthly seat to parents ano guardian.
Both aexes admitted to the Study Hall and
Recitatios Rooms. Young ladies hoard with
the Proudest in college balding. Young gen-
tlemen in privioe Pupile entering
school on tie hit of Jaunty, 1Pfitt, soil remain-
lag until the close 0 110 eassion in June. will
receive one mostbtegallimilree. Tenets M oia-
tisane. For tarebed_uaggsulara. catalrues.
etc. seeress JANES Z. liCORE
President.
Pest. M. L. LIrscons, V. P.
A. J. RAISSIRY Com'd't Cadets.•
Tutt's Pills
FOR TORPID LIVER.




tism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
'There le me better resevad_y for theme
rase mom ellsesaies alien Tamers Liver


















One tine two-heves spring wagon,
manufactured and guaranteed &st-
elae, by C. W. Ducker, kiopkoieville.Ky , •alne  $108
Ow "Eisner. Seveuer litedinie, inset
make, four drawee. all attachment*,
sold sad warranted by C E. West. Hop-
kiseville, Ky., •alue SO 00
sa elegant set of furnidaze. fie
bursae and waeh-stand.08414
woo • lieReynoldieddem
exhibltese at their store, vill'are 
A handsome stem - winding gold wateh,
or lady , raise  g
Oise share stock in the Owensboro
Jockey Club, •alue SO 011
A "Gale *view-Tooth pile; Harrow
Cultivate.," tie Mgt *limpet*. lefiessetuse, raise
A Sae braisea4oader sent-gese vales ...n OS
A dna-clam, *tendert silver watch,
stent-WISR Sfellierallit, sinrwiew
ranted by L. liauchat.
Tenn., vales .... . 26 00
A goial family 0oking govt. with full










Boom.. jussat Dasiestisii 410.0111r;
5
Rome Liberia" Cyeiopedia Ind d 00
Messes Large Album  I CO
Four Pound Cirarity Scale.  II 0
A Patent Boggy-shaft Holder  1110
Premiums to toe added  07 OD
Total CAD 60
Every eubseriber lone VrettetT New EitA
for oae year, eta.* Apes one ticket. Sub-
scribers to tbe rav-Irtnes.v. at flee a year.
gm two tickets, or foe six months, $1.00, one
ticket Ja Popov Slopped Waem










This powder never varies. A marvel of purl-
y. strength awl wholesomeness More ee,inom.
!cal thau the ordinary kinie, and eannot brooks
In competition with the Multitude of !ow teat,
abort weight alum or phosphate powders. &Id
Cosh Ot costa. RoT AL B•it ire POWista Co., los
Wau Street, N. Y.
•
A-C U -PI-Lr(odd tests ...r contours.,
Instituted between La-eu-p1-
and other blood reniedies
prove conCluaiively that I
stand,' without a peer. W
elaiui for Lo-ea-pl-a aleolu
Iniall'Li ity thr any disease fo
hick It is reeneamenti.si, nod • failure I
ny ease is u He t iy I m poeeltil c, Oxiens. Sera
RypilidIs. V a every stage.Ckeonie Rheu
Mons. Ruseeng Pores. Ileere, swellin
Abeeesses caused by H les Disesee. or Carl
nytaltsle Parasites, all angry Skin Die
unnatttrial illsehat,-;es are immediately
eintronedby La-etc-pl-a end a poeitIve eu
s the Inevitable twoill... .
" For seven years i was almod one mass 0
orruption.I'ven angry sori's teteleaten (low
o my back-Lone. my body aml pinto we
-agreed with sores, my lips, nose and throe
rtiany destroyeo hy them, elven up to di
y thetiestphylociansoft'elenstem. Weigh
el but eighty pounds, reduced to the verge u
he grave. thought I Walt dying._ I then took
-cu-pi-a, not Ong eiee,•torik mite-Amex A I
y sores ere healed awl I am as well as eve
n my life, and weigh ITS pounds."
IIRS. MAGGIE 11Ali.PE..,"
125 NV. Court st. Corstwers, Mt to.
sold by an drtwgieta and dealem ;late pe
tie, IS for $3.M. Amid for Dr. Hartman'
, "The lila of Llte,"sent free, and "con
get Physieiao," on receipt of IS cents.
R. ik B. HA KTM A N di l 0.. Colo nilitis, 0
pe-ni-ne, gan-a-mi and ha-cu.pia-n are sold
at Wholessaie end Retail by
H. B. GARNER, HopkirtsvIlle, Ky
PRINCESS TEA
Ilas gene into the market solely on Its mere-
Its fragrance and flavor will surprise foe.
ssitssay
Chas. fAcKee & Co.
Crofton Items.
Special Correspondence.
Ceorros, Kr., May 10.-A man'e
finsneial standing can be very euecess-
fully estimated by whether he takes in
the circus or not. When fiush he goes
with the children; when at. a low ebb
the children never say anything about
going.
James J. Nixon proposes opening up
a restaurant in the house lately vacated
by Green Hancock.
The through freight train north yes-
terday contented thirteen car loads of
banaliae.
0. B. Griffin shot a dog in his vsrd a
few days ago that manifested strong
st mooing ot y rophia.
r Mrs. Clarinda A. Feague has just been
grentt d a pension as widow of Wm. 11.
Feague ho died a few years ago of
1 nouraigli, idch he contracted during
die war.'
t' Green Hancock has moved to one of
C. M. Days residence's on Princetou
strere.
James E. Croft is again able to be at
his business after a severe Mites&
The cloaing exercises of Prof. Beau-
champ's school, about three weeke from
now promises to be very interesting.
Miss Nettie Johnson has taken board
with the family of Volney C. Clark.
Mysteries are said to be sometimes
toderstood. but I have always doubted
it, because when understood they die




The rail Term will open on MONDAY, AU-
GUSTO, 17. An experienecd faculty, thor-
saga In0reetion and mos a. hiensolore. For
Wwiseinensiatioa esiluaor whinge
ow 11 %RA... a. D. RUST,
epts wapte ::.,,,,p,r..n.......-, e- erye hr e , tod
Ma...her. ad-
venieed j, be ) ,,,, mi,, st
Aitvence I ••••t seer, and
celebra I c I a tit:Fever
k wan. I. armers and
Chefs s..r,s h i if g spare
time cie,,-t use it I., he.-
ter af.eaatie.o ow. et this
a.,eft.ise. e. wria -Wieser.
who esabli-h ihe furl of
undor,bted veep-risibility
by letters from their
henkorer Dry (.....ds Her-
leis of il'i ot 0 Reach i ilia al
c‘• stem: SuIr mar at
c is settslae, t air Ir.-
ste•r, enared,,.nlikors`
Lir.
. acto, St. Lewis, me
•
,Throu nHE:Rrunk Line
( de, 4.. ,;.<...- ,,<.,- -
.4.x. N,.. ' .,\,0, 4s,- o a. sNs N. 'a,
# #. a -,diee,
,ii it, '•' (r tee °.P GP' .1- -









 ilie aud Readeow's
SOUTH
ROUTE
THROUGH cOACHES hens above cities toNeal•ille and Chalkaaisuga, directmak•ag cooructions with
V1...3.11.xem.a.xl. 7-alace Car a
fur Atlanta, Savannah, Musa, Jacksonville,and points is Florida
CJeseetions are made at Gutted, acd delele-Mile fur all polti,w
liORTit GAST, SOUTH a, WEST
Is ripest] Pale-v Carl
1E M KRA I! TS te k ic7,.,r:rn.e..sr...ttreceive speci• low . a.
few Agents; ef thia Cnmpiusy fee rates, resets,
















sees eratitiee et hesseesers is tee covets of
the Cmmon wealth, except the Common Pleas
Court for christen county
JS411t 11111„gs D. 11. J. ress. imo.,eateale







waft over M. Wankel a Sons'.
DR. W. K. IiISBET
Offers his professional services to the per4te of
Ropatasvine sad vicinity.
-orriC11--
Over Gaither's Drug Store.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Tbe Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
3--
Sates 1111.40 se tit.00 Per Day,
According to BOOM/
Turkish Sad Russian Baths in Hotel
Crofton Items.
CROPToN, KY., May 14.-Rev. Thos.
Abbott, of the Univeraallet church, has
been preacbing several days at Good
Hope church near Mannington.
Frank Grant is confined to his room
at Ids father's, George Grant, near here,
with consumption.
Morris Fox, of Stewart precinct, had
a tine bay mare to disappear a few days
ago and from the cirionnstances some
one must have been at the other end of
the bridle.
Miss Mollie Clark has just received a
very fine parlor organ.
John V. Boyd Post G. A. R., will
observe memorial day here WedneadaV,
30th inst., with the usual ceremonies.
A merchant here actually had his
breath taken Saturday by a man polite-
ly asking him for a spool of Clark's
thread, white, No. 50, withoist the mer-
chants having to ask him the kind, color
or number. The man quietly slipped
out of town before a mob could be in-
cited, and it is thought by good atten-
tion and rest the merchant will recover.
Talk of clever men, but Van Dulin
can come se near making a fellow feel
good all over by his kindness as any
one that ever breathed. He is not a
crusty old bachelor either, girls, and
this being leap year don't respeot his
modesty too far.
I learn the Crofton Dramatic Club
will give an entertainment 2tith inst. at
Bowlings Hall. I hope our people will
show a proper appreciation of these ef-
forts to please them and get up a
crowded house. C. A. B.
Crofton Notts.
ial Carreepondence.
CROFTON, KY., May 15.-Rev. G. W.
Davie, of St. Charles, spent several days
with reledivea here this week.
Severanadies and gentlemen are in-
tending to go from here to the state con-
vention of Universalists at Dawson Fri-
day.
John C. Parker wag married to nettle
Jane Croft, near here last Sunday, by
Rey. J. M. West. After a courtship of
twenty three years thie happy couple
have the hearty good wishes of a host of
friends for a proeperous voyage over the
sea of life.
Mise Liss Crabtree, Empire, is spend-
ing a few days with friends in our town.
Mr. William Ferrell has been confined
Whig room several days with severe
cold.
Miss Leota Cotton went to St. Charles
to-day to visit her grand father's family.
The friends of Mrs. Bowling, wife of
A. G. Bowling of our town, have
decided to commit her to the asylum.
Sloe has had her Mind affected for some
e, but her friends had hop of hit-
vemeut. She, Will ttige toxur
y this eveniwt.
Miss Jennie Dalin is visiting Miss
Emma Crabtree, of Hopkins county this
week.
If une of our young men should lisp-
piriptaagie Isfleipelf In His nistiimosiol
inesbes woven hi hlmsetf arid a popular
young lady of an adjoluing county,
don't say I did net tell you of it long
enough Worths/II to keep you fro*
bein* d usably sishett. C. A. B.
Hackle's's Arnie,* Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and poeitively cures Pilee, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or motley refunded.




C'eaky, Ky.,-May, 14.-Miea Lida
Garnett spent Monday with Pembroke
Menthe
Mr. end Mrs. James Stuart visited
relatives in St. Charles last week.
Howard Boxley went over to Morton's
Gap Wednesday:
James A. Radford spent Wednesday
in Guthrie on a business trip.
Mrs. Willie Smith returned to her
home in Hadeneville, Saturday.
Mrs. J. R. Harris and the little folks
spent Tuesday in Hopkinsville.
Miss Ppnfilg ewers was a guest
Miss Miele last week.
Mrs: JnO. filifis is spending the
week at Dawson Springs.
Major Frank Downer, a prominent
horticulturalisi of Warren county, was
the greet of 1Y, 11. Whitlow, Thursday.
A number of passengers ' to whom
t beku sold failed to get on the
oe • aided train Thursday morning.
M iss Carrie Winfree returned from
Henderson, Thursday, where she had
been spending some weeks with her
sister, Mrs. P..11. Cuuelrigham.
W ithIn the next three weeks the early
peach crop will be reudy for market and
Bro. Whitlow wears a smile on his jolly
face as lie thinks of the profit on six
thousand bushels.
Misses Mary and Annie McKee, Ada
Kennedy, Messrs. J. H. Williams and
A'. B. Kennedy formed a fishing party
to Little river, Saturday.
Miss Emma Kircher, the pretty and
accomplished governess st M r. Graham's
left for her home in Nashville, Saturday.
She was one of the roost popular turd
attractive yoeng ladles In this locality
and the Cot smiles *ten he thinks or
the numerous tickete for Nashville,




Don't waste time abd Money arid on.
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will
afford instant relief and certain cure in
every case of blind, bleeding, itching,
internal and external piles. Ranguni
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturer,
Nashville, Teen. 60 emits and $1 par
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Senator Eustis of Louisiana tried to
take a hand in the Ingalls-Vooriteee de-
bate, but nobody paid any attention to
him. Eustis stock isn't quoted at par
and hese% been since Eustis tried to
make a bluff at the president and was
sat down upon so quick that it made his
head swim. That wag a good many
months ago, but, like the old maid's cat,







HOW 00 WE WU UHAVES ?
We muet eat or We cannot live.
This we all know. But do we all
know that we die by eating? It is
said we dig our graves with our
teeth. How foolish this sounds.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rified at the approach of the cholera
and yellow fever, yet there is a dia-
ease constantly at our doors and in
our houses hsr more dangerous and
destructive. Most people have in
their own stomachs a poison, more
slow, but quite us fatalas the germs
of those maladies which sweep men
into eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great epi-
demics. But it is a mercy that, if
we are watchful, we can tell when
we are threatened. The following
are among the symptoms, yet they
do not always necessarily appear in
the same older. nor are they always
tho same in different cases. There
a dull and sleepy 'feeling; a bad
aste in the mouth, especially in the
norning; the appetite is change-
_dale, sometimes poor and again it
seems SE though the putient eould
not eat euotigh, and oectisionally no
Appetito at all; dullness and slug-
gashness of the mind; no ambition
to study or work; more or less head-
tche and heaviness in the head;
lizziness on rising to the feet or
moving suddenly ; furred apd coat-
ed tongue; a sense of a load on the
atomatil thet nothing removes; but
-nd dry akm at times; yellow tinge
in the eyes; scanty and high-colored
; sour tests in the mouth, frs-
(lastly attended by palpitation of
he heart ; impaired vision, with
Tots that seem to be swimming in
:he air before the eyes; a cough,
with a greenish-colored expecto-
ation ; poor nights' rest ; a sticky
dime about the teeth and gums;
Mande ni4t1 feat cold arid clammy;
irritable temper aed howele boiled
up and eostive• Thi* tliseai,o has
puzzled the physieians and still puz-
zles them. It is the commonest of
ailment* and yet the moist oomph-
cated and inyeterious. Sometimes
it is treated ae eonsumptien, some-
times es liver complailit, and then.
tgain as malaria and even heart dis-
mole. But its real nature is that of
mnstipation awl dyspepaia. It arises
di the digestive organs and soon
tffecte all the others through the
orrupted and poisoned blood.
.3/ten ttle whole body-ineluding
the nervous system-is 14erally
slarysti, ertlep tilere so
emaciation to toll the pad story.
EXIlerienee lifts thst there-is
put one remedy that eau certaiuly
cure this disease in all ire stages,
namely, Shaker Extract of Roots or
Mother Seigel's Curative Syrup. It
never fails but, nevertheless, no time
should be lost in trying other eo-
called viggedies. for t.,lley will do no
good. °et this greal segetlible
preparation. (diseovered by a vener-
able nurse whose IMMO is & house-
hold word in Germany) aud be sure
to get the genuine article.
OIVIN UP BY SEVEN DOCTORS.
Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup has raised me to good
ulbp 
tafoiedir:even doctors had given
with consu=a-
So writes IL F. Grace, •
rillo, Todd Co., Ky.
11114 RIARD OF IT ruse IN
"I bad been about given up to
die with dyspepsia when I first saw
the edeartisement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. After
using four bottles I was able to at-
tend to my hinvinese se well se ever.
I know of several cases' of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writee Mr. Thos. Pullum, of Tay-
lor, Geneva Co., Ala.
WOPTH TEN DOLLARS A BCTTLIL
Mr. Thomas P. Evans, of the firm
of Evans & Bro., Merchants, Horn-
iown. Accomack Co., Va., writes
that he had been sikwith digestive
disorders for many years and had
tried inam‘y physicians and medi-
cines without benefit,. He began to
use Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup about the 1st of Jan.
1887, and was so much better in
three weeks that he considered him-
self practically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time Dee bot-
tle on hand, and if I could not get
any more I would not tal.:e a ten
arugb IgicTstsi Adttress A. NI.
White, bruited_ 64 Warreti St. N. Y.
4. 
Brother Kelly and Brother Clarkson
speak very kindly of the Chicago base-
ball elub. Well, they oan afford to.
Still we fancy that this kindness is the
kindness of a small boy who caresses
the yellow dog previous to tying a tin
pail to Its ulterior environ.
Now is the Time
to use Hodges' Sarsaparilla with Iodide
of Potaah, the great purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rheurnatiem,
scrofulous affections, and all diseases
peculiar to females. Physiciatie recom-
mend it. Take no other. Ranguni Root
Medicine Co., Manufacturers, Nashville,
Tenn. 111.00 per bottle. Sold by all
druggists.
Nothing, it appears, is too good or too
beautiful to be safe from threw Kansas
senators. Scarcely had Ingalls got
through mauling Voorhees when Sena-
tor Plumb arose and began calling the
Chicago cattle pool hard names. Kan-
sas evidently sends ingalle to the senate
for spectacular purposes and Plumb to
make himself generally useful.
-
Thirty years ago farmers cnt wheat
with& cradle, awl their wives sewed by
hand. Now they have the reaper and
the sewing machine aud wonder how
they got on in thoge days without them.
Is the progress of tile age and Ac-
's Purgative Peas for ail diaorders
of ter, blood and kidneys, is ac-
knowledged by the people to be far su-
perior to all old time remedies. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
-m-
Gen. Andrew Hickenlooper of Cin-
cinuati says that Judge Graham le his
choice for presideut. Such rank heresy
as this in Mr. Ilalsteati's own city lutist
make that good man grieve. Gen. 11 ick-
enlooper, as Mr. Medd! will doubtless
recall with Joy, is a man of great politi-
cal influence, having acquired fame in
Is7(1 by declining to turn on the gas at
the Cincinnati coavantion which nomi-
nated Hayes.
triire004.1 Euelocinedir iys tghiev,oriair:
teed. It is tt positive cure for Ulcers, Ere;
tionm eit Sy p hie Poisoning. It perffiestie
whole system, and isaislies all Rheumatic
and Neuralgie pains. We guarantee It.
H. B. G•RNER, Hopkineeffle, Hy
Senator Ingalls to Senator Voorhees:
"Twenty-five years ago you were a
great 'many Wings which I consider
highly improper." Senator Voorhees
to Senator Ingalls: "You are more kinds
of liars than I can at this moment re-
call."
Personal.
Mr. N. H. Frohliestein, of Mobilo,
Ala., writes: I take great pleasure in
recommending Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for Consumption, having used it for
a severe attack of Bronchitis and Catarrh
It gave me instant relief and entirely
cured we and I have not been afflicted
since. I also beg to state that I had tried
other remedies with no good result.
Have also used Electric Bitters and Dr.
King's New Lite Pills, both of which 1
ean recommend.
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Coughs and Coide, Is sold on
a positive guarantee, at H. B. Garner's
City Pharmacy, 50 cents and $1. per
bottle.
If Senator George F. Edmunds con-
tinues to interpose obstacles in the way
of Fuller's confirmation to the chief
justiceship Chicago will have recourse
to the lex talionie. In other words,
Chicago will hammer the everlasting
life out of George's presidential boom
next month unless George indicates
that he is Chicago's best friend now.
The Sheriffs' Office.
Comparatively few of the voters real-
ize the responsibility that is Invested in
the sheriff of a county. Not every matt
who aspires to the office is competent to
till It. It requires a ootubination of
qualities rarely found in a single man.
Utibiased and unprejudiced, he must
make up his mind to do justice to all
parties with whom lie has official deal-
ings. Whatever may be his private
likes and dislikes, he intuit throw thetu
aside when he enters upon the duties in-
cumbent upon the office. Ile must be a
man of energy. 'rile duties are of the
most laborious nature and require the
continua attentiom of the sheriff. He
must be a mat) of busineas ability. This
above all things. The state, Plitt in tile
state the people, require is strict account
of all the public moneys thet pass
through his hands. Prudence, discre-
tion and courage are essential qualitiee.
'the sheriff'e duties necessarily throw
him among the moot desperate crimin-
ate. His Own life is not unfrequently
in danger, but he should be careful not
to take the lite of a human being when
such a step la not absolutely necessary.
'lite luau who drinks to excess, gambles
and engages In riotous dissipation, has
no right to ask the people to place him
in an office of such responsibility, and
the best elements of society should unite
in the'effort to defeat him.
In the selection of juries the power of
the sheriff is almost unlimited. The
litigants and the prisoner at the bar
must submit their cases to the juries of
his selection. It is in his power to do
great injustice to threw parties for whom
he may entertain a dislike. The neces-
sity of placing a sober, industrious,
energetic, impartial business man in the
sheriffs office, May thus be peen.
Wonderful Cures.
W. I). Hoyt st Co., Wholesale and Re-
tail Druggists of Rome, Ga., say : We
have been gelling Dr. Ring's New Dis-
covery, Electric Bitters and Buckien's
Arnica Salve for four years. Have nev-
er handled remedies that sell as eel',
or give such universal matisfaction.
'Iliere have been some wonderful cures
effected by these medicines in this city.
Several cases of pronounced Coneump-
Lion have been entirely cured by the use
of a few bottles of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery, taken in oonnection with Klee
tric Bitter. We guarantee them always.
Harry B. Garner (Sty Pharmacy.
W. C. T. U. DEPARTMENT.
.The matter for this department is furnwhed
by the members of the Woulan's hrietian
Temperance U DiOn. 11120 are respousthle fur
what appears ;
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••eiseseseseesise..
FRANCES Z. WILLARD'S V ISWS.
Miss Frances E. Wil1ard, president of
the national Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union, writes:
''There never was a more undoubted
case ot mental hallucination than the
high license craze.
Iligh license legislation is to-day the
chief boulder bn the track of the tem-
perance reform. Banish this distemper
from the thought of good men and we
should have prohibition nationally with-
in five to eight years. •
The effect of such legislation is to put
darkness for light and light for darkness;
to call evil good and good evil; to com-
pound villainy and ally the children ot
light with the children of the devil.
Precisely this is being done to-day on a
stage as broad as the continent, to the
consternation of temperance specialists
and the delight of such (Benders as this
one from Nebraska, who know as well
as their good friend the Chicago Tribune
knows, that high license la the only pro-
tection the liquor traffic hes to-day frotn
the dynamite of prohibition.
Because of the defer nem that rests upon
the minds, and hence the consciences,
of the great mass of church members
concerning this subject, it is a thousand-
fold more the duty of every temperance
man and womau, who have learned by
what they have suffered, that prohibi-
tion is the only just and practicable
remedy for the ills under which we
groan, to stand shoulder to ehoulder
for prohibition."
"UNCOMPROMISING HOSTILITY."
Hon. Wm. Daniel, for many years
president of the blaryiand State Tem-
perance Alliance, writes: "My pool-
tion is one of uncompromising hoetil-
ity.
In two or three of oar counties lieen
see have been increased and other re-
strictions added, but such laws have
failed to restrict or to abate the evils of
intemperance in any way. We could
have had prohibition long ago had it
not been tor our mistake in passing
high license. Its tendency is to tribe
and harden the consciences of the peo-
ple. A few dollars look bigger than
eternity to very many voters."
Chas. H. Payne, D. D., president of
the Ohio Wesleyan University, writes:
"I sincerely believe that the attitude
of temperance men toward high license
should be that of uucomprornising op-
position.
I do not regard high license as in any
way a remedy for the evils of intem-
perance.
I do not believe that high license leg-
islation is likely to hasten the day of
prohibition, but on the contrary it will
rather postpone that day."
Mr. Welsh's address at the mass meet-
ing Sundny evening was thoroughly
prepared, strong and forcible. Just
such addresaes are needed to awaken
the public conscience upon the subject
of this direful evil.
No family should be without Acru-
man's Purgative Peas. They cure con-
stipation, bilioustieoe and torpidity of
the Liver. Price 25 cents per bottle.
For sale hy II. IL Gamer
Not wholly satisfied with the distinc-
tion of being the home of the chief jus-
tice of the supreme court Chicago makes
another bid for prominence as the home
of Evan Lewis, the boss wrestler of the
world.
Acrunian's Purgative Peas are ac-
knowledged by the people to be the best
remedy known for the cure of constipa-
tion, biliouanese, torpid liver, and all
complaluts arising from an unhealthy
condition of the liver, spleen and stom-
ach. Prescribed and recommended by
prominent phyeiclaus. For sale by H.
B. Garner.
Ireland is once more forging to the
front. A brown filly belonging to Lord
Londonderry won a rate on ati English
track yeaterday.
The great success of Acruinan's Pur-
gative Peas Is due to the fact that they
mett the wants of the people, being eco-
nomical to use and always reliable and
effective, their ingredienta are tbe best
and their combination the result of pro-
found study and skill. '1'ry them once
and you will have no other lAver reme.
dy. For sale by II. /I. Garner.
The death of Hon. Geo. G. Dibrell is
a blow to the Democracy of Tennessee.
lie was one of the purest, and noblest
men in all the state. Me made a Wong
race in the convention which nominated
Bob Taylor for governor two years ago
and was prominent:), meutioned again
this year.
Malaria steal@ dre (ruin the mind and
vigor from the limbs unioss you take
Acruman's Purgative Peas. They give
you new vim. Cures and drives mala-
ria from the system when all other rem-
edies fail. For sale by H. Li. Garner.
The Kansas City Times Is violently op-
posed to the nomination of Mayor Fran-
cis, ot St. Louls, because, as it alleges,
he is • foe to agricultural interests. The
Times has always been the horny-hand-
ed farmers' friend. At no time in its
career has it not been willing to ex-
change au annual subscription to Ito
weekly edition for a simple car-load of
white&
AFFLICTED FOR YEARS Wrrli
PAINFUL AND DANGEROUS I
DISEASES,
Their Health Restored by the Use of a Re-
mutable New Remedy.
MeElreo's Wine of Cardui A000m-
plishing a revolution' a-IA
Treatment of Fomal a Diseases.
Several articles have appeared in
the coluinns of this journal eoms
mending the medicine known as
MeEiree d Wine of Cardui.
They have attracted wide atten-
tion and the inauufacturers have
been overwhelmed with letters from
afflicted ladies rt.questing informa-
tion regarding it. They daily get
reports of met's treated with the
Wine; they keep a record of every
ease reported.
Some of them are not cured by
the Wine. Most of the reports are
favorable. They try to give hon-
est, reliable information regarding
the value of this great remedy.
Of one thing they can assure
everybody, viz.: The Wine is a
pure, harmless vegetable prepara-
tion. Any lady in any condition
can take it with perfect assurance
that it is at; harmless as tea or coffee.
It is a wonderful tonic. It strength.
ens, invigorates and restores ladies
who aro nervous and debil-
itated. The following eases have
been selected front many thousands
reported.
Case No. 7:585-A lady thirty-one
years old, married thirteen years,
with no children, suffered every
month with a dreadful headache,
sick stomach, weak back and limbs,
sleeplessness and groat nervousness
at times. She had pains in her
right side and in the groins and
hips. She used six bottles of Wine
ot Cardui and reported herself
cured. She now has a babe three
months old.
Case No. 15,982-A lady who had
no well-defined disease except gen-
eral debility, no- appetite, loss of
flesh, continual tired feeling, great
exhaustion from slight exertion, in
going up-stairs would have to sit
down two or three times, and would
be completely exhausted. She took
the Wine of Cardui as a tonic three
times a day, and in two months
gained eleven pounds in flesh, re-
covered her strength, and is now in
good health.
Case No. 5,672-A girl sixteen
years old, attending school, was
troubled witIsigmlialpitation of the
heart, Oppre breathing, weak-
ness of limbs, pains in the abdomen
and back and other unfavorable
eymptoms. She WWI treated by a
physician three months without re-
lief. Her parents carried her home,
gave hCr MeElree's Wine of Cardui,
and in five weeks she returned to
school in good health.
Case No. 1,576-A prominent
lawyer's wife was afflicted with
great pain in the back, hips, abdo-
men, head and neck each month.
Her hands and arms to the elbow,
end her feet and legs to the knees
would be cold and cramp; her eyes
would almost set in the ace:diets;
her lips would he almost blue, her
teet would set firmly together, and
for hours she would lie in this con-
dition groaning and suffering. This
continued at intervals for four
years, physicians giving her but lit-
tle relief. She had tried all the
remedies she could hear of. Her
druggist sent her a bottle of the
Wine of Cardui, and after taking it
four days she passed the usual
period Of suffering with scarcely a
spasm of pain, and did not go to
bed.
Twelve months after, her hus-
band wrote that she had been per-
manently cured by the use of
MeElree s Wine of Cardui.
Case No. 95,840-This lady was
forty-six years old, and became
afflicted with all the symptoms in-
dicating "change of life." Her con-
dition became very alarming, and
her family were greatly concerned
on her account. Her husband pro-
cured six bottles of McElree's Wine
of Cardu-i, and in six months re-
ported her entirely restored to
health.
Case No. 8,222.-A married lady
was afflicted for several years with
constipation of the bowels. It was
a very stubborn case and resulted
in serious complie.ations affecting
ing other organs. and caused great
anxiety among her relatives. She
had sysmptoms of dyspepsia and
became very despondent.
After treatment by physicians
and great expense for different
medicines, she got a package of
Thedford's Black Draught and
made a tea from it, which ehe used
every second day. In connection
with it, at the _proper time, she
took McElree's Wine of Cardui.
At the end of three months her
father wrote that she was so much
improved that they considered her
entirely cured.
Ladies desiring additional infor-
uaation regarding this astOnishing
remedy should write to the Chatta-
nooga Medioine Co., Chattanooga,
Tenn., fur their pamphlet on Fe-
male Diseases; their Causes, Symp-
toms and Treatment, which will be
mailed on receipt of a postage stamp.
The valued Cincinnati Enquirer is now
being edited from jail, Mr. Allen 0.
Myers having been incarcerated for con-
tempt of court. Herein does the Enqui-
rer differ from too many other -Ohio
journal.' w hich, we regret to obeerve,
are edited front before the bars.
Pe-ru-na has undoubtedly cured more
eases of consumption than all the other
remedies put together.
See in "Ills of Life" how Mau-a-lie
cured F. Brown, of 409 Gravier St.,
New Orleans, of intolerable
While there is life there is hope, if the
patient's friends will but insist on try-
La-eu-pi-a.
Piles and 'tattle troubled Charles
Frank, of Kuirlehsville, 0., till he took
M an-a-lin.
--ewe
Just as everybody had concluded that
the Boston base-ball club had forgotten
how to lose a game it unexpetnedly lost
one. It is probable that the members of
the nine had neglected that morning to
read their motel amount of Einereon.
Without proper inspiration those intel-
lectual young gentlemen cannot expect
to wit) even when they have mere brawn
te contend with.
-.Mr • 
1'. I. N. C.
Don't sutler any longer, but use 'Fan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the
only Infallible ours oil earth for all forms
of neuralgia and nervous headache.
Hangum Root Medicine sm., lilanufac-
torero, Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents per
box. Sold by all druggists'.
The Hes. rirant Lawler relieved
President Cleveland's mind of heavy
load when he called to congratulate
the president upon baying hominated
Melville W. Fuller to the supreme beech.
l'he president, you see, was afraid that
he might have offended Lawler by not -tise
having nominated a wan who lived in if
the "old Stii" ward.
- -"As s - -
e)(1.\\.t Ce,\CA\k‘ ISightigesenpi
thounands suffering from Asthrua, Con,
remotion, Coughs, um pia you ever try
Acker's English Remedy? It is the best
preparatiou known for all I.uag Troubles,
'old on a positive guarantee at ion,. eee,
II. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
That talented young Virginia author,
Amelia Rives, has apparently stirred up
new life In the old dominion, for a num-
ber of the merchants of that state hare
formed a peanut trust.
SEVEN LADIES Antioch Notes.special lorreepondenee.
ANTIOCH, May 10 -Mrs. James Tuck-
.- er has beet, quite sick with fever, but
we are glad to learn she is convalescent.
Rev. Fraiik Perry preached one of his
able sermons here last Sunday to a full
lionise.
tit I,s NIJry Richardson is teaching
I sellout here.
Mr. James Steward and family were
visiting the family of Mr..I. '1'. Johnson,
last Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Lem' Myers returned home last
trom visiting relatives her.
Mr. John 11411 returned home Sunday
from a protracted visit here.
'1'lle rain has revived vegitation and
brightened the farmers' faces in this
section. Krrrix.
Attention R. R. L.
FOr eprai lie, bruises, rheumatism,
cramp*, inilaintnation, swelinig, cut*,
burns, etc., in man, and splint, ring-
bone, winttgall, epizootic, scratchee, etc.,
in homes, Rangum Root Liniment is a
sure cure. The "King of Liniments" is
the universal verdict. Never falls to
cure any ailment that can be reached by
an external medical application. 50
cents per bottle. For sale by all drug-
gists.
A Pleasant Day in the Country.
!Communicated;
A jolly party of young folks chap-
eroned by Mrs. Henry Morris and Mrs.
Mary V. Morris spent Sunday at '•I'ine
Knob." At 12 o'clock a nice and bounti-
ful dinner was spread, which the ex-
cursionists did ample justice to. Every
one was in high spirits and nothing
occurred to mar the pleasure of the day.
Among those present were Misses
Mamie and Bel/ Terry, Byre and
Estelle Brumfield, Lizzie and Emma
Johnson, Mary Long, Bell Kinkead,
Alice Morris, Sallie Bly, Laura Johnson,
Emma Morris, Annie Anderson and
Anna Hord.
Messrs. Eads, Chalum Williams, Wal-
ter Tonkg, Ed Idortie, Will Hayes, Bob
Tonks, Tobe Morris, John Kinkead, Jess
Morris, Sam Brumfield, Bob Morris,
Lee Brumfield and Will Walker.
n the Children. They arc es-
Ce5136 `-' pecially liable to sudden
Colds, Coughs, Croup, NVitooping Cough,
etc We guarantee Arker's English
Remedy a positive cure. It saves
hours of anzious watching. Sold by
H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
l'he inter-state commerce commiselon-
ers should be notified at once that a great
many political conventions are noW
paesing resolutions, notwithstanding
that passes are prohibited.
Purgative l'eas prevent fevers and all
kinds of sickness by removing all pois-
onous matter from the bowels. They
operate briskly yet mildly without any
pain. For sale by 11. B. Garner.
Kansas corn has been growing at the
rate of an inch an hour since John J.
Ingalls made his great speech last Tues-
day.
When Baby was sick. we gays kis Creme*
When she was a Child. she cried for Center*
When she became Miss, she clung to Castor*
Waite she had Childrea, she gave lbws Guise*
A clwe study of the platform adopted
by the Illinois Republican convention
the other day reveals that the dominant
party in this great state is not afraid to
declare boldly in favor of chops, but
that it le preparing to hedee on the quet-
tion of tomato sauce.
41.
As a stansing-tiorse for Blaine the
Hon. William Welter Phelps is no big-
ger than one of those moequitoes for
which his state is justly eo famed. One
of these days somebody will abate Mr.
Phelps by squirting insect powder on
him.
To the eareful and practiced eye, the
latest and only authorized picture of
the Hon. James G. Blaine is not that of
a man who is in the most robust of
health. Still we entertain no doubt at
all that Brother Blaine's health is a heap
better now titan it will be by the time
that the nones of November wheel
around in due course of time.
Please send name, age, and weight of
the presidential candidate who within
sixty days has vanished further out of
sight than David S. Hill of New York.
Deacon's wife tin church, nudging
her husband John)-"John; rouse your-
self; the miuister has got to the 'one
word more and I sin done.' "
Deacon kin an impatient whisper,-
" What do you want to disturb me for
when the sermon isn't half over."-New
York Sun.
Mr. Chauncey M. De pe w has just
purchased a house ill New York for
$125,000 emit'. This looks as if Mr. De-
pew was in earnest when he said that
Mr. Blaine would accept the nomina-
tion, and that there was no need of the
president of the New York Central rail-
road preparing to move on the white
house by forced marches.
The BUYEltee CITTIDX is
bratteet March and Rept..
each year. It is an ency-
clopedia of useful infor-
Mation for all who pur-
chase the luxuries or the
necessities ot life. We
man clothe you and furnish you with
all the necessary and unnecessary
appliancea to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat. flab, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at borne, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these hinge
COMFORTABLY. and you can melte a Mir
est.rnete of the vaiue of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which wiii be sent upon
reCeipt of 10 cents to pay pcstsge,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
111-114 Michigan Avenue. Chicago, 111
ANNOUNCEMENTS._
t eft SHE:0W E.
WE AUL AUTHORIZED To ANNOUNCE
MOSES WEST,
a. a candidate for sheriff of Christian county.
Election, trot monday in •uguet, lose
WE ARE IXTHORIKED TO ANNOUNCE
D. G. WILEY,
a candidate for Sheriff of hrietian oounty. at
the august election, Deed, subject to the to tion
of the Republican party.
For Judge Common Pleas Court.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
a eand elate for the °Mee of Judge of the Court
of Common Pleas at the August election.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNNOUNCE
JAMES BREATHITT,
as a candid., te for Judge of the C'ourt of Conn -
nion Pieas, subject to the action of the
eau county Convention.
For Constable •
A RE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
GEORGE G. BRADLEY,
a candidate for Conetalde in the Ilopkins•ille
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eletty KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
DYSPEPSIA
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kidney complaints
Poems CEL.ERT commove ouickly reetarm
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OMPOUn 
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CONSTIPATION
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1.11tEn Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache, liecomiuseded bg deulassionel end Women
pepsia, and all affections cf the Kidoeys. WEL.liceLS,R$LICINIMARare'dSgOtt7M)11 CO. Prop's
Neuralgia, Nervous Weaknese. Stomach _ MI6
and Liver Dioceses, Rheumatism Dys-
SCELUIVT011. VT.
W. G. WHEELER W H. TA xoN. Book.keeper JOHN ei MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Talmo° Warehousemen, Commission lerciants and Graill Dealeri,
SEVEN•I'll AND R. R. sTs., HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
Liberal On CODNIgnIlitOill. All Toliaeco aeut us Covered by Insures°,
T. R. HAN( te K. K. CooPER W. I. FRASER. W.I. RAGSDALE.
Hancock, Fraser Se Ragsdale,
13.1R.07'17.I=T012.13.
MAIN ST, TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
LAKISNVILLE. TRM111.,
Elevating *Act:ante.
T. R. HANCOCK, Salesman
W. J ELY, • Book -keeper
Special Attenticn to Sampling and
Made on Co
All tobacco insured unlees we have written
moratiesviLLx, R If.,
10 I I mate Street.
W. E. R.4GSDALIC,  Salesman.
T. B. YAIRLEIGH, Book •keeper.
Belling Tobacco. Liberal Advances
asignments.
instructions to the contrary.
T. HERNDON. ( R A LIA J. T. EDW•RDS. rosi P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums C 0 . ,
TiEsalemsmatibia.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKBVILLE. TENN.
C5Ph ililVarices on Tobscrto in store. or in the hands of resporsible farmers est dealers. AllTobacco insured while in store at the expeuee of owner, except where there is 120 advance, andthen withotu written orders aot insure.
C!, gea.i‘r eels; Miro 7r430 riaC)13 4:3
Than any house in the Western Country.




Tebacc• and Wbeat Allereaawss. Herklm•r1116, IL I.J W McGaughey, President. Directors: B. B Nance, M D Isoalee, E CI. &three, T G
Gaines, M. Lipstine, A.G. Boales.
OWENSBORO JOCKEY EIS
SUMMER MEETING, 1888----Juile 13, 14,15, 16.
IPIE,C,C)(31-7Et,A2L3SEICASIDU s
FIRST DAL IIIRDNESDAY, JUNE 111.
1. Puree, 112C0 ; PIS to riecond. For 2-year olds. One half mile.
2. Puree. Mu; US to seeend. Fur all ages. Three quarters of a mile heats, in 8Duittliers' Stakes-For 8-year (MIA. "Meech to start; of which $10 must, accompany nom-ination. Nominatio Lo close June 1, 180). 4350 added; of which DO to aO•ond; SU to third.
P.•$21:00; 525 deteord . For all ages. One mile.
SECOND DAY, THURSDAY, JUNE 14.
rivectuprI;iirsen
I. Purse. $200; $2•S to second. For 8.year olds Three quarters of a mile.2. Purse WO; alb secono For all ages. Half mile beat. 2 in 8.8. Citii!ns' Stakes-For all ages $26 each to start; of which $10 must accompany nein ina-t ion. (Nominationa to Clore June 1, Idle). 050 to he added; or which tite Lo second:12S to third.
: $S6 to iceeond All ages. One and one-sixteenth miles.
Seve4a fuprulonzga., aim
THIRD DAY, FRIDAY. JUNE 16.
1 Purse. *200 ; $1.15 to et•COD,1 . For all ages. Three-fourths of a mile;2. Purse, $200 ; $15 to eecond. For all ages, Five furlongs heats, 3 in 1.3. Merchant.' stakee-For all ages. SYS to start; of •0••ich $10 must sceompand nomination12SO added; of which $60 to isecosd; 05 to third. I lae mile.(Norinittuineons, noot  efortsJuu,niec ages. Ose and one-eighth miles.
FOURTH DAY, SATIL MOAT, JUNE 16.
(Extra programme to be announced later].
No forfeit order system. Winners paid in full. Street cars direct to the
grounds. Ladies admitted free. Entry blanks and programmes furnished ou
application to the secretary, at Owenaboro, Ky.
F. W. CLARKE. Sec'y CEO. V. TRIPLETT.
Owensboro, Ky. President.
The Rockport. Indiana. JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
Meeting l---. on June 21, 22 and 23.
JULY4t_h_te
0:1' I $11101Ed)110 MET
BRAND JUBILEE celebrating the Settlement of the Northwestern Territory, 4
UNSURPASSED DISPLAY.
.•
x:ItiL tteik1%'olA ES FROM ALL POINTS.
Ii1311ulliloo[lh Como to Slay
More Wolter A. Wood Mowers in use than any other make in the world,
=-
T hey Do Better Work. Are the Lightest Draft, and Last Longer.
We are periesnent Agents in ( hrietian colitity for Walter A.-Wood Binder". Reapers,
Mowers and Iday Rehm the most ,onirleie &nil highly iniproyee line ever built I.) any concernin the world. or ease of managemest and light draft they beat Ube wor1d.
Farmers Call and See Our Samples
,u Ins: eu.pp ant ct. ihoeu 1M)asio. iHinlocthkis „,,Nemii,,setyi.11 keep a full line of Repairs for all Walter • . It'ood ma-
„. .-,e...7*-1,- 'ere, s ..
.. ;




;is- s - \IA.:O.:414-.- „Is . s :sps----




We are also streets for Kingsland &Douglas'
Engines, Threshers, Corti She' ere (with or
about shuck , , Saw Mills and MIll Supplies.
Plear gi ye us a call before purchasing anythisg
in the above lin*.
Respectfully, e•-• •
W. B. & C, T. MASON:,
33Ttet.lc..
1Cy.
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